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/ Public Service Company
earns 16 million profit

,/

Students translate
traveling abroad

By Rosalie H. Davis
The Public Service Company
has announced a $16.6 million
total profit for 1977, but it still
needs a 17 percent rate increase
to fund the construction of the
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant.
The rate increase would
generate $32 million, according to
Leo Lessard, chairman of the
New Hampshire Legislative
Utility Consumer Council.
The rate increase, which went
into effect Dec. 3bas not yet been
approved by the PUC. If if is
, denied, the PSC will have to
:rebate the increase to consumers. ·.
Out of the $32 million, $1:7
' million is needed to pay interest
' on loans borrowed for Construction Work in Progress (CWIP).
The balance of the revenue
realized by the proposed rate increase would pay for inflated
material and labor costs, according to Gordon McKinney,
manager of PSC news service.
"The profit," said McKinney,
''is
money
left for
the
stockholder. We (PSC) have not
decided what a proper rerurn will
be on a common share oflstock."
PSC has not decided the
amount -of profit it_ will invest,
according .to McKinney.
In a local action opposing the
rate increase, the Dover City
Council voted unanimously Wednesday night not to pay 17 percent
of any subsequent bills from the
PSC to the city of Dover, according to · Dover Mayor Jack
Buckley.
"Taxpayers are being asked to
foot a bill over which they have

"The use of traveling is to Student Exchange Program.
regulate imagination by Karen Curtin and Sally Butcher
reality, and, instead of spent the 1976-77 school year at
thinking how things may be, the University of Valencia.
"In Spain, people enjoy life.
to see them as they are."
-Samuel Johnson The pace is slow and easygoing,
and the people are very friendly
By Greg Mcisaac
"The street is our classroom," and open. There was never a time
said a Spanish professor to a when you couldn't go to a bar or
class of Americans who were coffee shoo.
'' And the people in the bar
spending a year at the University
of Valencia, Spain. "What is would all socialize together, sing
learned in books and lectures is songs, play guitars, everyone
an aid to helo the students under- was friendly. It was a total broadstaud the Spanish culture found ening of my ideas, philosophy,
in the street, among the common and values," said Karen.
Students in the Spanish exfolk."
Every year, 50 to 75 UNH cltau~e p1 ug1 an1 were hou::,cd no control,'' oaid Ilucldoy.
students take advantage of the with Spanish families. "Family
"That is unjust and unfair," he
study abroad programs offered ties are very strong in Spain and said. ''The issue is not whether or
· by the Foreign Language departnot the plant is wanted, but how
men ts and by the Consortium ABROAD, page 8
it's being funded."

Chairman of the Durham Town
Planning Board Rebecca Frost
said she "would doubt" a similar
'
action in Durham.
''There are a lot of people in
Durham who oppose Seabrook
and the rate increase, but will pay
it and work to see it reversed."
"I'm not opposed to nuclear
power," said Lessard, "but I am
opposed to charging consumers
in advance of a service.
"If the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) grants the PSC
the CWIP increase, it will be the
first time in the history of the
United States that a Public
Utility .has been granted CWIP
funding for a duration longer
than one year,'' Lessard said.
"It's very clear in NH law,"
Stone said, ''that consumers
shouldn't be charged for a facility
that is not producing.
"We're not supposed to be
paying for the construction of
Seabrook--just for electricity."
"The construction of Seabrook
will take eight years," said
Lessard. "People will have moved
and died within that time and
oafrf .for a service they never
received."
•·•whether or not they <PUC)
will allow us to raise the return
rate on investments and approve
the
rate
increase
is
questionable,'' said McKinney.
He said, "There are still more
hearings,
witnesses,
and
testimony to consider," said
Stubbs. ' A decision will probably
be reached sometime in March."
Lessard said, "It will be at
least six weeks before a decision
js reached by the Public Utilities
Commission which is qu1 cker
than usual for that kma ot
OP<'i~ion

· · "But " he said "PSC's original
request for an in~rease was rriade
last April, and the first hearing
was not held until October.''
PUC engineer Edgar Stubbs
said, '"The hearings before · the
PUC will decide if the rate increase will be approved, and will
decide the rate of return
allowable on revenue generating
investments."
"What we are asking for is an
increase to 10.45 percent from the
9.68 percent the PSC . presently
obtains as interest on investments," said McKinney.
"What it amounts to," he
said, "is tl!,at the customer is
being asked to pay the interest on
money borrowed to fund CWIP of
Seabrook," added McKinney.
"If we can put CWIP in the rate
increase, the savings to consumers will amount to $891
million resulting from paying interest now, instead of later,"
McKinney said.
"The PSC claims,
said
Students Against Nuclear Energy
member Kirk Stone, "that money
collected from the rate increase
won't pay for construction of
Seabrook, just the interest.
"The money can't be separated
like that," Stone said. "It all goes
i_nto cine pot. They (PSC) are
presenting a false attractiveness
to this method of funding at the
consumer's expense.''
"The rate increase went into
effect Dec. 3 without prior approval of the PUC," said
Lessard.
"The PUC denied a request by
the Consumer Council that the
rate increase be held until it
<PUC) had approved or denied

PSC, page 7

New Hampshire's first primary
escapes nationwide revamping
By Mark Pridham
President Jimmy Carter has
apparently followed through on
one promise made to New Hampshire residents while campaigning in the state--he has helped
save New Hampshire's first-inthe-nation presidential primary.
A Democq1tic Party commission voted earlier this week to
shorten the lengthy presidential
primary campaign to just 13
weeks, in the spring of 1980, seven
weeks less than in previous years.
The move would have dealt a
death-blow to New Hampshire's
special status since its primary
date would fall outside the new
period.
However, the Winograd Com:niission, the body in charge of revising the Democratic Party's
presidential
primary
rules,
adopted an amendment allowing
New Hampshire to retain its firstin-the-nation primary, if efforts
in the state legislature fail to roll

back the primary date within the
13 week period.
Because of the commission's
''escape clause" the state legi!ilature need only go through the mQtions of attempting to fall within
the committee's 13 week period in
order to be exempted from the
new ruling.
"Our party will have to make
an attempt to move the primary
back," said Joanne Symons,
chairwoman of the New Hampshire Democratic Party, "but
nobody expects that effort to succeed.
"We will then get an exemption
so our primary will remain
first," Symons said, "and no
other state can challenge us."
Professor-Lawrence Radway of
Dartmouth College represented
New Hampshire at the commission's meetings. Radway, who is
a former chairman of the Democratic Party in New Hampshire,
was unavailable for comment.

After other states attempted to
challenge New Hampshire's firstin-the nation status by changing
their primaries to earlier dates,
the state legislature passed a law
requiring New Hampshire's presidential primary to be held one
week before any other state's.
Under the new ruling, which
must be approved by the Democratic National Committee, the
period for delegate selection in
1980 spans 13 weeks, between the
second Tuesday in March and the
second Tuesday in June.
The ruling is expected to receive committee approval in the
spring.
The change was made because
critics charged the old system
was "too long, and some critics
complained that the early primaries exerted an undue influence
on the presidential campaign,·•
said Robert Craig, assistant profess'or of political science at UNH.
PRIMARY, page 5

Kot>ert Lraig, assistant professor of
at UNH, says the New Hampshire
mary serves a useful purpose.

INSIDE
Ski
Skiing in one of the favorite sports of UNH students.
But Vermont
ski areas may have to
raise their prices to cover
insurance costs.
Read
about it on page 3.

Arts
For · a look at a UNH
dance insb'uctor who
danced with the greats,
see page 13.

Hockey
UNH hockey team continued to roll along on
Wednesday,
defeating
Dartmouth. See the story
onpage20
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News Briefs
Treatment plant begun
•

Ground breaking ceremonies were held this- week ·for the
construction of a $6 million secondary treatment plant in
Durham .
The plant. which is scheduled for completion in 1981 , will
use a mechanized treatment process for sewerage residue to
produce a sanitary, odorless, organic substance to use as
a compost material. ·
Tht:' existing primary · treatment plant removes about 50
per~nt of the sewerage solids. ,The plant will meet the needs
of the town and UNI-I through the year 2000.
The plant is funded 75 percent by the federal government,
20 percent by .the state and five percent by the town. E?{tensive composting research was done by Dr. Clifford Warren
at UNH.

Franconia· College closes
Franconia College, an experimental avant-garde college of the .
:t960's. cl.:>sed Monday. The Franconia school has been fighting
financial problems for years.
·
On Sunday, the 20-member hoard of trustees voted
unanimously to close and try to place the 300 students plus f~culty
in other schools. The c·o11ege has gone through six presidents
c:jnce its opening in 1963.
College President Ira Goldenberg said the college had a deficit
of $340.500. The college was often criticized for its courses, which
had :-:o grades, and which ranged from women's liberation and
orison reform to mountain climbing and carpentry.
' Recently, Gov. Meldr~m Thomson tried blocking a federal
grant for a cooperative program with a local high school. He also
threatened to revoke the college's charter for sponsoring a conference by the New England Prisoners' Assn,

Vegetarians savour pilaf
By Mary Anne Bresn-ahan
Do carrot-peanut loaf, barley
pilaf or garden chili titillate your
taste buds?
These entrees are popular vegetarian items on the menus at
Stillings, Huddleston and Philbrook dining halls.
A survey of 15 campus vegetarians by The New Hampshire shows that most are content with the dining hall menus,
which they say are improved
from last year's.
As the number of campus vegetarian continues to grow, so do
the variety of special vegetarian
entrees and meals served in the
dining halls. Entrees ~uch as carrot-peanut loaf, barley pilaf, and
garden chili with brown rice are
proving to be popular items on
the menus at Stillings, Huddleston and Philbrook dining halls .
Dietician Marjorie Amero, who
plays a key role in planning dining hall menus, says she is optimistic about the improvement in
vegetarian menus . "We try to include. in every meal items that
they (vegetarians) can choose
from. These are not too much
trouble at lunch time. They're
EGETARIANS, page 9

Ewa doesn't believe
apathy exists at UNH

ACTION attacks NH

Ships go down

UMPG renamed
The University of Maine at Portland-Gorham <UMPG) may
be renamed the University of Southern Maine, according to a
report in yesterday's Boston Globe.
According to the story, the trustees of theJJniversity System of
Maine want to change the name of UMPG whicb has frequently
been referred to as PoGo U.
Three trustees were chosen to cnme up \Vith the new name,
as part of a re-structuring of the University system which
aligned UMPG with Gorham State College.
The University of Southern Maine has been recommended.

apologizes for being a bit late.
Student apathy is a widely used It's 9:30 a.m. on the type of
term these days, especially on foggy day many students would
the UNH campus. But Ewa . use as an excuse to sleep until
Celichowski, the chairman of the noon. "I love foggy days," she
Dining and Residence Advisory says.
Celichowski, who is the Student
Committee (DRAC) doesn't
Government vice president for
believe a word of it.
"I truly believe kids are busy," residential life, explains her
the outgoing Celichowski says. duties with DRAC which mainly
"The academic pressure now is concern budget and policy, which
much higher than when I was she calls "two really big things. ·
a freshman. Kids are not giving "As Vice President of Residential
as much time to outside events. life I more or less report on what
DRAC does,'' she says. For this
They're sticking to academics.''
Celichowski, a hotel adminis- reason, she says,ex-Student body
tration major 1 18 one of the few President Jim O'Neil decided it
perky people in the MUB cafeteria as she sips a cup of tea and CELICHOWSKI, page 6
By Judi Paradis

"G r, v . Meldrim Thomson's New Hampshire. Thomson is the
biggest nuisance to us by a country mile.''
That was the opinion of ACTION Director Sam Brown, when
he was asked this week which place in the world causes his
agency the most headaches ,
·
According · to the Boston Globe, ACTION, a federal agency
which includes the Peace Corps, helped engineer the Eugene
McCarthy victory ,in the New Hampshire primary ten years ago.
That effort was eventually instrumental in costing Lyndon Johnson the presidential nomination in 1968,

Two ships built by a Nt:wiugtvn company h::lvf'· sunk within
the last month, one taking two lives with it.
.
The work boats were built by Bruno & Stillman, Inc. One
was the 55-foot gill netter Peter and Alice Kelly. The second
boat was the 35-foot Sid S.
The Boston Globe reported in December owners' charges of
structural faults in the company's boats.
The Sid S. foundered off the coast of New Jersey on Jan.
17 while en route to New Orleans. It was owned by the Advanced
Electronics Development Corp. of Old Saybrook, Conn., which
was using it as [t display ship for electronics equipment. She
lost a rudder in high seas, according to the Coast Guard at
New York. Lost and presumed drowned are the firm's president
Steven E. Tsolis, 39, and Philip Plum, 26, both,of Saybrook.
The Peter and Alice Kelly is a Portland, Me. - based fishing
boat owned by Peter Kelly. It went down 55 miles south,
southeast of Cape Elizabeth, Me. during Friday's snowstorm.
No injuries were reported. It is still submerged and drifting.

Vegetarians find most of their University meals at the
salad bars, like this one in Stillings Hall. (Larry Lindquist
photo)

Ewa Celichowski

PKA drives with fiery tradition
By Jayne Sears

the current UNH truck.
Almost all little boys 'dream of
"We believe the tradition startbeing a fireman, racing down the ed at this chapter at UNH in
street on a shiny red fire engine 1950 but we have no verification,"
and attracting attention.
said Leethe.
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha , "It all· started when the PKA
(J?KA) fraternity would appear chapter here decided to drive an
to be .indulging in their _pre- old fire engine to· the national
pubescent fantasies as they ride convention in Syracuse, NY,"
around Durham in their 1947 said Leethe. "The other deleFord-Maxim fire truck.
gates were so impressed that we
Actually, owning an antique would go to such lengths to have
fire engine is part of a tradition a good time they all started to
for all PKA fraternities across
get fire engines. Since then the
the country, according to Jeff whole idea has escalated."
Leethe, , the reigning expert on
According to Leethe, the pur-

pose of owning the - truck is to
promote rush for all fraternities,
promote charitable community
functions such as the blood drive,
but most importantly, for tailgating parties at football games.
"Basically, _ we've always
owned a fire engine," said Leethe.
"This is the fifth one we've had.
''Believe it or not, there is a
market for antique fire engines,"
said Leethe.
When PKA began its search for
a new truck last fall, Leethe said
FIRE ENGINE, page 14

Gallen _a nnounces
Hugh Gallen of Littleton has announced his candidacy for
the Democratic nomination .for governor of the Granite state
at a press conference held this week in Concord.
Gallen said Republican Gov. Meldrim Thomson's "mismanagement is causing serious problems for the state. " He said
the thrust of his campaign would be against Thomson and the
Public Service Company.
This is Gallen 's third bid for nomination.

The weather
The National Weathe_r Service in Concord predicts partly
cloudy skies for today with a chance of snow flurries. High temperat1:1res w~ll range from 25 to 30 degrees.
.
. Tomght will be partly clou~y with temperatures ranging from
five to 15 degrees. Saturday will be partly cloudy with highs in the
20 's.
!he extended forecast for Sunday through Tuesday calls for
fair weather with highs in the 20's.
C_hance of precipitation is 30 percent today and 20 percent
tonight and tomorrow.

antique

engine.
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Thomson
sounds
off
•
Ill

South
Africa

Gov. Meldrim Thomson described the South African ghetto
of Soweto as "just wonderful" Wednesday, and said some of
the houses there are better than some of his neighbors , in
Orford, N.H.
According to a story in the Boston Globe, Thomson toured
the site of June, 1976 riots as part of his nine dav VIP
tour of South Africa. During his stay, Thomson and his 36year-010 son and chief aide Peter met with Prime Minister
' John Vorster, the country's minister for justice and police and
South Africa's head of the secret police.
~~ile walking through ankle deep mud in the ghetto of 1.5
million blacks, Thomson told reporters that t•it (Soweto) is
so much better than anything I ever envisioned.''
Th?mson . l.ater visited Baragwanath Hospital, the major
me~cal facility for Soweto. After strolling through halls, shaking
patients' hands and playing with babies, Thomson said. "You
kno~, we in New- ~ampshire have a lot to learn from you about
medical care.-lt's Just wonderful here."
During his talks with the head of the state police, Gen.
M.J. ":~n ~en B~rg~, Thomson spent 20 minutes discussing
·
the artiflcal msemmation of cattle.
An ad-hoc coalition against Thomson's trip to South Africa
will meet at Grenier Field in Manchester, N.H. on Saturday
to greet the governor as he steps off the plane from his
nine day trip.
"As he steps off the plane, we're going to tell him to get
back on the plane and leave the state," said SA'NE (Students
Against Nuclear Energy) member John Kavanaugh.
He said at least 50 students and citizens from Amherst,
Dartmouth, Boston and UNH will meet the governor at the
airport "in a typical demonstration." The time of Thomson's
arrival is not yet certain.
SANE and NASC (Native American ·: Solidarity Committee)
will sponsor the film "The Last Raid of Dimbaza" tonight
in the Strafford_Room at 8:30p.m.

Fewer women are
-using Hood House
By Sue Hertz
The Women's Clinic in Hood
House is serving fewer women
this year due to a reduction in
staff and charges for visits, ac- .
cording to Hood House gynecolo-gist Dr. Gratton A. Stevenson.
The Health Fee, instituted this
year, does not cover costs for
appointments concerning contraception. Prior to this year, visits
concerning contraception were
free.
''Last year we had an adult
nurse practitioner, Dorothy
Roux, working full time,'' Stevenson said. "This year she only
comes to the clinic once a week
because she is working in other
areas of Hood House."
Certain services, such as annual

p!lp srnc::>!lrs and gPnPr::al

checkups have been eliminated
as a result, according to Stevenson. "We refer patients requesting a general examination and
pap smear to their family doctor
or a physician in the area," he
said.
"Men don't get physical exams
unless they are in sports. The
men don't see why women should
be able to receive examinations
if they can't," said Stevenson.
"I'd like to see every one get
an exam but this requires personnel," he said.
Hiring additional personnel in
the Women's Clinic is impossible

unless funding is increased, according to Stevenson.
He said, ''I think a nurse practioner is the way to go. I'd like
to see one come. However, it's a
boring job for someone of Mrs.
Roux's capabilities. It's very liiniting."
"We've cut down on our
patients since Dottie left, in order
to give the personal and private
treatment we have always
given," said Stevenson's receptionist-secretary Elane Bamberger.
Bamberger said the bacKlog
for appointments is a month long.
"In private practice the average wait is eight to nine weeks,"
she said.
Tae majority of women interviPwed, responded favorably towards the service they received
at the Women's Clinic.
Junior fi~e arts major Barbara Sullivan said, "They were
very understanding and soothing.
I was really scared the first time
I went to him but he soothed
my fears."
''I really like Dr. Stevenson,''
said sophomore Sue Folk, "He's
friendly and always explains
everything.''
"I like the clinic because its
friendly and cheap,'' said sophomore·social service major.
A source who wished to remain
anonymous said she found "the

Skier's lawsuit may
·increase lift rates
Bv Jane Gibson
liability for any injuries incurred
The managers and directors of while skiing down hill.
local ski areas are worried about
Passage of the bill will make it
the possible increase in their in- possible for private insurance
surance rates as the result of a companies to continue to insure
damage suit brought by a Ver- ski areas in Vermont because it
mont skier who was injured on a will limit their exposure.
down-hill run in 1974.
According to Mill Moore, staff
An insurance rate increase member at the New England
would cause a drastic i_ncrease Ski Areas Council (NESAC), Verin the price of lift tickets. Skiers mont is the only New England
could be faced with a $25-$30 lift state without laws on the books
. ticket.
that clearly define that while skiAlthough they do not think this ing, liability for injury lies with
will happen, ski resort managers · the skier.
and owners nervously await the
However, this has not been a
outcome of an appeal now before problem, because Vermont had a
the Vermont Supreme Court.
legal precedent set in.1951 in the
James Sunday of Burlington, Wright versus Mount Mansfield
Vermont was paralyzed as the re- case which clearly stated that
sult of a fall while down-hill skiany danger incurred while downing at Stratton Mountain in Ver- hill skiing was taken at the skiers
mont. He brought suit against the own risk, said Moore.
ski resort for $1.25 million and
He said this legal precedent
was subsequently awarded $1.5 has been used throughout the
million by the jury in June, 1977.
country since 1951 to dismiss
Wednesday, the Senate Judi- similar cases.
ciary Committee of the Vermont
For some reason, according to
State Legislature unanimously Moore, the judge in the Sunday
endorsed a bill now before the case decided not to dismiss the
legislature which, if passed, will
require all skiers to assume SKIERS. page 17

Health_fee may net
$56,000 this year
By Fred Carter
About 2,300 students have
signed up for the student health
service fee at Hood House, according to Assistant to the Director of Health Services, David
Regan.
Last semester Hood House
grossed $47,025. According to
Regan
approximately
1,000
students signed up for both
semesters.
"We hoped to get about 40-45
percent of the student body,'' said
Regan. "We ended up with 43
percent."
"We expect to take a loss this
semester," said Vice Provost for .
David Regan
Student Affairs Richard Stevens,
"because of drop-outs and other
services themselv~s very adequ- factors. But, f.or our first year the
ate and professional, but the atti- program came up to our expectude and personal manner or the tations.
doctor and his assistant were
"I predict a net profit of $56,000
very brusque and psychologi- at the end of the year, which we
cally degrading." ·
will turn around right back into
Senior psychology major Cindy the program," said Regan.
Leslie said she thought Dr.
. With the money, Hood House is
Stevenson "too unemotional.
in the process of hiring a full"I was afraid to talk to him time pharmacist, a full-time
because he was so impersonal. . registered nurse and two new adHe was good professionally, ministrative people. Hood House
though," she said.
is hiring on the recommendation
Junior Deirdre Hicks said, "I of the Health Service tommittee,
hesitated to speak to him openly. according to Regan.
It would be nice to have a doc"About $16,500 will be used
tor to confide in."
for salaries," said Regan. "We'll
spend $21,500 for new equipment
CLINIC, page 15
and $17,000 to expand our phar-

macy. '-'
"The deadline to sign up for
this semester is Jan . 30 and it
won't be extended," said Stevens.
"Last semester the deadline
was extended several times
because of the confusion with the
parents and students. I feel we
have sent out enough information
to end the confusion this time,"
said Stevens.
The health fee is $10. The
money goes . into a pool like an
insurance company. For instance,
if a student comes to Hood
House with a broken leg, all
medical services are free. If the
student has a disease of some
sort, the treatment is free but
he or she will have to pay
for the medicine, according to
Regan.
''If a student doesn't p ·a y the

fee, the health services will be
much more expensive for him,"
said Stevens.
"The health fee is a great benefit to the students and to Hood
House. It allows us to expand
and give the necessary medical
care to the University," Regan
said.
Accorqing to Regan, withoµt
the fee the funds would have to
come from the University's general fund.
"If we didn't have the fee our
health services would be inadequate." said Regan.

Tin Palace plan
·rejected by hoard

An extension planned for the Tin Palace on Main Street was rejected by the Durham
Planning Board Wednesday night. (Tom Varley photo)

The proposed 30 foot by 70 foot extension to the Tin
Palace Restaurant on Main Street was rejected by the Durham Planning Board Wednesday night.
The vote on the proposal was 3-2 for rejection. There was
one abstension.
The proposal was denied because necessary modifications
to the area surrounding the restaurant were not included.
The modifications included: the need for drainage basins in
the enlarged parking lot and the street (hedges or a row
of trees were recommended); and the elimination of parking spaces near the exit on Pettee Brook Lane to allow for
freer access of cars backing out of parking spaces.
Concern was also expressed over the resulting aesthetical
impact of the extension, and the unauthorized student use
of the enlarged parking lot.
The proposal called for the demolition of the building next
to the Tin Palace, which currently housed the -Fidelity Union
Insurance Co..
Tin Palace owner Richard Houghton may submit a revised
proposal to the board next week. Houghton was not at the
meeting Wednesday, and said yesterday that he had not
received an official notice from the Planning Board. He said
he would not act on a new proposal until he had received
the official notice.
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Students play the day away

rder
thre~,
one1s
free!
Now get 3 enlargements for
the price of 2 when you or(ler
Kodak color enlargements
from same-size prints, color
slides, or Kodak color negatives . Order 5 x 7- . 8 x 10-,
11 x 14-inch, anyth ing up to
and including 16 x 24-inch
en largements . Come in ::lnd
see us for details today. Offer
ends March 15.
:.-,~ f \lR

COLOR
PROCESSING

"' Kodak

T own
& Campus
main street

Durham
868-9661

By Mike Minigan
The only atmosphere in the
room is the student-painted
French cafe scene which dances
the length of one wall. But despite
the cinder block architecture and
the low rows of fluorescent lights
which hang from the ceiling, the
!\I U B games room attracts
students upon students upon
stuck·nt s every day of the week.
Pinball freaks, pool hustlers,
pinball freaks, table tennis
fu11a t ics and more pinball freaks
make their way into the bowels of
the Memoria I Union Building
every day, to spend away their
quarters. but to get a little bit of
frustration off their minds.
''The kids come in here to blow
off a Ii tt le steam ," says 63-yearo ld Nick.' Cianculli , the day
manager of the games room .
"Tilt' kids like to take out their
frustrations on the bowling pins
or on the pool tables. It's really
very good for them .''
Cianculli is the one who brings
the room alive. He cares for the
ten pocket billiards tables which
are arranged in two rows in the
center of the room. divided by an
aisle which runs the length of the
room . The tables are packed
closely together and players often bump into each other as fhey
stalk the_ir prey on their separate
tables .
The three table tennis ( nobody
seems to call it ping-pong
anvmore l tables sit next to the
pl>OI tabl es , with the lone air
hockey table resting against the
f;ir ·wall.
Fifteen pinball
1nachines ring the center of the
room which borders the main enIranee . Cianculli ·s desk• divides
the pinball area from the eight
bowling lanes which fill up the entire other half of the room. Two
foosball tables are surrounded bv
pinball machines and. usually,
pinball players.
"Our biggest income comes
frnm the oinball machines," the
short, bespeckled Cianclllli says ·a~

•

in

the MUB

Nick Cianculli straightens things out in the MUB games room.
culli offers pinball, pool arid bowling for UNH students to pass
day. (Steven Morrison photo)
ever present buzzers and bells
rise up from the pinball area.
Cianculli doesn't know exactly
how much income is generated
from the machines each day, but
he says the other equipment
brings in "anywhere from $60 to
$100 per day ."
"We mostly see commuters
down here," Cianculli says .
··Because of
their
class
schedules , the
commuters
usually have a lot of free time. It
gets to be that I see a lot of the
same faces every day ."
_
Rob McCormack, a junior
English major, is one of the
regulars who makes use of the
i,vckct billinrd tabloo "at lea1:t

Nick Cianthe time of

four or five times a week:" He between the fourth and fifth ball .
doesn 't mind that it takes him
Cianculli opens the room at 8
about five minutes to find a house a. m. every weekday. He handles
cue which isn't as crooked as an all aspects of the business until 4
p.m. when one of a crew of ten
Irish walking stick.
''I've got the money and it 's work-study students takes over
really kind of relaxing for me," until closing time at 11 p.m.
" We're geared mainly to the
McCormack says. "I play a lot of
pinball, but pinball is a close students ," the lively Cianculli
second to playing pool , Playing says. "But we're open to the enpool's a lot cheaper ."
tire Durham community. And as
McCormack is one of the many · far as students go, I really don't
who find the pinball machines think a lot of the on-campus stualmost habit-forming. Former dents know we 're even here.''
Student Body President Jim
As a good manager s·hotiJd,
O'Neill had to support a nearly Cianculli is always the salesman
dollar-a~day habit last semester. for his business. "We offer good
He found a favorite machine, and
oftpn held oolitical consultations GAMESROOM, page 6

Does making-extra money
sound like music to your ears?
We're looking for an interested student
to serve as our Campus Manager in
marketing our new Direct/Reflecting®
Component Music System on campus.
It's not a full time job, so you can structure the Campus Manager responsibilities to meet your schedule.

Bose is an internationally known maker
· of high-quality stereo equipment with a
fine reputation. If you're looking for a
challenge with commensurate reward
while you attend school, Bose may be
your answer. Write us, or give us a call at
617-879-7330, for further information.
Equal opportunity employer M/F

r
I
I
I
·,

I
I

BoseCorporation---------7
College Division
·
The Mountain
Framingham, Mass. 01701
I would like to be considered for the position of
Campus Manager.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address____________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _

L Telephone Nutnber (Area Code)

_____

I
I
I
I
I
I
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NH retains first-in-the-nation priinary
PRIMARY
continued from page 1 -

Other critics said the lengthy
campaign period exhausted· candidates, both physically and financially.
"Jimmy Carter kept his pledge
to us," Craig said Wednesday.
"He said he would keep the New
Hampshire primary, and he did."
Craig explained that during the
meetings of the Winograd Commission, a person representing
Carter's feelings at the White
House ' 'spoke in favor of allowing
those outside of the window to remain there, as long as they made
an effort to fall within the 13
weeks."
The term "window" refers to
the time period in which the_primaries are held.
Craig said Carter gave a "clear
signal" to those at the commission's meetings that he was in favor of allowing New Hampshire
to keep its early primary date.
Carter partisans vot~d for both
the new 13 week limit and the
New Hampshire exemption.
"It's very healthy and very
refreshing to see a candidate
follow through on a promise,"
Craig said, ''because so many of
them forget.''
Carter had twice promised he
would do all he could to retain
New Hampshire's first-in-thenation presidential primary-once before he won the primary,
and later, when he won the
Democratic Party's nomination
for President.
Although Craig is in favor of
the commission's exemption for
New Hampshire, he said he does
not favor the shortened, 13 week
primary limit.
Rather than lessening the emphasis placed on early primary
results, the shorter primary
period may increase that emphasis, accordi!'}g to Craig.

Craig said there ''is no soi id
evidence that New Hampshire
exerts an undue influence on the
outcome of the primaries."
He said the New Hampshire
primary serves "a useful function by being first and by being a
small state because it gives the
candidates a high . degree of
media exposure, "yet it doesn't
guarantee success.''
Craig, who is vice-chairman of
the New Hampshire Democratic
Committee, cited the candidacies
of Eugene McCarthy (1968) and
Edward Muskie (1972), both of
whom did well in New Hampshire, yet ran into trouble later
on.
Craig said · Muskie, who had
such momentum in the early part
of the 1972 campaign that many
regarded him as the virtual
nominee, "got blown out of the
water. '
"Instead of doing what they
(the commission) wanted to do
(lessen undue influence of small
primaries), they may have done
the opposite," Craig said. "If a
candidate wins the first six
primaries now, can he be stopped?"
Craig said the ruling will make
little difference on the amount of
coverage the media gives a particular primary or candidate,
since it is the media which makes
that decision.
He also said the new ruling
would have little effect on the
amount of money or time spent
by each candidate, since campaign time spent by a candidate
is his own decision, and financing
is covered by federal election
laws.
"The committee is trying to
force the media to pay attention
to more than one state," Craig
said, "but the media decides on
which states are important, and
who the front-runners are."
Craig said the Winograd Commission, which has been working
11

on its revision plans for two
years, "started with the idea of
regional primaries across the
nation." But, he added the c9rnmission -"realized this would
create a monster.
"In New England, we would all
be ordered to hold our primaries
on the same day. Now, what do
you think the media and the candidates are going to do? They are
going to spend all their time and
money in Massachusetts.
"It-would be more of a media
event " he said "not less "
Craig said' this type of
argument, plus the help of Jimmy Carter, was instrumental in
"letting New Hampshire off the
hook.
"The ·13 week limit was
designed specifically to get New
Hampshire out of the number one
position," Craig said. "If it
wasn't for our efforts, and Jimmy
Carter's, they would have
screwed us against the wall."
Craig said he is unsure of the
consequences of the shorter
presidential primary period. He
said many of the 36 states which
hold presidential primaries may
return to the caucus system of
nominating
candidates
and
delegates. Caucuses, said Craig,
put.; the decision in the hands of
activists, and benefit states
which have strong
party ·
followings .
Craig also said economics was
not a factor in New Hampshire's
push to retain its first-in-thena tion primary, although he was
unsure about the amount of
revenue it generates for the state
in the form of media coverage
and spending, and the slight rise
in tourism.
"A lot of people look at New
Hampshire as getting too much
coverage, " Craig said. "They
think it's too mighty for · such a
small state.
"But " he added "we like it--it
gives u; our day in the sun.' '

campus calendaFRIDAY, January 27
LAST DAY FOR STUDENTS TO DROP COURSES WITHOUT $10 LA TE FEE .
BOOKSTORE OPEN: Hewitt Hall, 8 _a.m . - 4:20 p . m.
Resumes regular sched~le.
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN-UPS: Las-t opportunity to sign
up for yearbook pictures. Granite Office, Room 125 , Memorial Unio~9 a.m . - 3 p.m. Through February 6.
MUSO I?HOTOSCHOOL AND DARKROOM REGISTRATION: Black/ white and color classes. Facilities include three fully-equipped darkrooms and one photo-studio . Registration in the MUSO office, Room 148, Memorial Union, 12:30 - 2:30 p.m .
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: University of Ma ine (Gorham ),
Lundholm Gymnasium, 4 p .m.
MUB PUB: To be announced .
SATURDAY, January 28
ALL-CAMPUS SQUASH TOURNAMENT: Field House
courts, 9 a.m . Sponsored by Club Sports.
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD: Bowdoin, Paul
Sweet Oval, Field House, 1 p. m.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY: Providence, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: Gymnix from Canada, Lundholm Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general
admission; $1 for 12 and under.
MUB PUB: To be announced.

SUNDAY, January 29
NHOC SKI TRIP TO WILDCAT: Fee of $11 for members
and $13 for non-members includes transportation and allday ticket. Bus leaves from the Memorial Union at 6:30
a.m. and returns at 6 p.m . Sign-up sheet outside of the
NHOC office, Room 135, Memorial Union.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL : Denise
Disarro, flute , and Sharon Hobby , piano . Bratton Room,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
MEN·s BASKETBALL: Fairfield, Lundholm Gymnasium ,
3 p.m. Season tickets or$2 general admission .
PROJECTIONS: "Phantom of the Opera ." Straffo rd Room';"
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 Q.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO
Pilu ,

The New Hampshire needs reporter~
come to ro(J,n ·151 in the MUB

Pa::,::, .

MUB PUB: Steve Brennen, folk , 8 p.m.
FACULTY WOODWIND QUINTET: Johnson Theater,
8p .m .

MONDAY, January 30

·----------------------------------------------

MEN'S HOCKEY: Bowdoin, Snively Arena, 7- ,p.m. Season
tickets or $2 general admission if tickets available.

TUESDAY, January 31

NOTICE: TO ALL STUDENTS WHO ENTER
UNH UNDER THE 1976 CATALOGUE

The 1976 catalogue has incomplete information regarding
fulfillm~nt of the Group I and Group II General Education
Requirements.
If you entered UNH under the 1976 catalogue and if you
will graduate in December, 1978, or later, you are responsible
for the following distribution of courses:

Group I: Four courses, each of which must carry at least
three credits, from the biological sciences and from the
physical sciences and mathematics. Students are required
to select at least one course in the biological sciences and
one in the physical sciences or mathematics.
Group 11: Six courses, each of which must carry at least
three credits in the humanities and the social sciences.
Students are ~equired to select two courses in the humani- ·
ties and two in the social sciences.
,,,
Your advisor should have an accurate list of courses suitable for fulfilling the requirement.
If you have questions, please consult the advising office
in your college.

----------------------------------

__ HUMANITIES LECTURE : "Religion . and Culture in
Medieval Europe, " William R. Jones, History Department.
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.
r)RGANIC SEMINAR: "Conformational Analysis of the
;u!finyl Group," J. John Uebel, Chemistry Department.
Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 noon .

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly through1mt the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union
Building, Durham , N.H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hours _
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m . and Wednesday , Friday 9-2 p.m . Deadlines
1or aas 10r Tuesaay·s puoncauon, l'TJaay at ~ p.m. ana l' ·naay s puoncation, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham , N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle
Publication, Plaistow, N.H.

SAT & SUN MATS. ALL 7'f,¢
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•
notices

UNH students play all day
\

GENERAL

CAREER

SCIENTETHICS MAGAZINE : Now accepting student
and faculty articles, photographs, and line drawings on
the following topics : Water resources, energy pro~uction. bio-medical research, food and forest production,
and transportation. Submit work to_ Studen_t Press,
Room 153. Memorial Union, or call Ph1hp Monn at 8622133. beadline is week of February 1.

SUMMER JOBS DROP-IN, scheduled for tonight,
Friday, January 27, has been POSTPONED until Monday~ January 30, Career Planning and Placement, 203
Huddleston Hall, 6:30p.m.
TEACHING CAREERS DROP-IN: Discuss careers .in
the field of education, teaching, counseling, and administration. Career Planning.and Piacement, 203 Hud. dleston Hall, Tuesday, January 31, at 6:30 p.m.

CONCERT BAND : First rehearsal, Monday, January
30, Band Room, Paul Creative Arts Center, 6:30-8 p.m.
Questions? Call Matt McGarrell at 862:1047.

ACADEMIC AND SCHOLARSHIP
WORK STUDY STUDENTS WANTED to assist individual faculty members in research and instructional
development activities . Apply to G_ladys Pease ,
Education Department, Room 203, Morrill Hall, or call
862-2310.
RICHARD BRUCE JOHNSON $150 SCHOLARSHIP:
The scholarship is open to all members ?f Lan:i?da Chi
Alpha Fraternity and to members of their fam1hes who
are cui:rently attending UNH an~ who_hav~ a G.P.A. of
2.0 or better. Applications and Fmancial Aid forms- are
available at Lambda Chi Alpha, 10 Madbury Road, and
should be picked up by February 8.
SEMESTER AT SEA: Interested in g_etting full
academic credit while sailing around the world? Come
speak to the "Semester At Sea" represen~ative for information regarding this unique educational opportunity. Monday and Tuesday, January 30 and 31,
Memorial Unirn Lobby , 10 a .m .-5 p.m. Sponsored by the
University of Cn 1orado.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
IMPORTANT
FELLOWSHIP
MEETING:
Organizational meeting to discuss . goals, Friday ,
January 27, Grafton Room, Memorial Unio,n, 7:30-9 p.m.
Film "World Hunger" will be shown to introduce the
Love Loaf P,rogram . Everyone welcome. Sponsored by ·
IVCF.
CONCERNED GAYS: Beginning Monday, January ·3o,
the Concerned Gays will hold weekly meetings every
Monday in the Hillsborough Room , Memorial Union, at 8
p.m. They can be reached through their mailbox in the
Student Activities Office, Memorial Union. Watch for
film "A Very Natural Thing" whichwiH be here soon.
WOMEN'S CENTER: Open staff meeting, Friday,
January 27, Room 136, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Stop by with ideas for this semester. Everyone
welcome.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA: Meeting, Sunday, February
5, Parsons Hall, Room LlOl, 7 p.m . All members should
attend to discuss the semester calendar, tours, and
developments on the spring concert.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Meeting, Monday,
January 30, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union, 7p.m.

WELCOME
BACK
SALE
FOR GALS
LE~IS for ~ESS ! ,
Choice of Stock, Denims, Corduroys $12.50
FRYE BOOTS
All-Leather, rugged wearing, all of 'em $49.
DOWN PARKAS
Woolrich rip-stop nylon & ramar cloth 20%,off
PEN·DLETON SHIRTS
Plaid virgin wool . 20% off
TURTLENECKS
Stallion brand cotton with poly_ blend $7.00 2 for $9.
SWEATERS
Choice.of Stock, Shetland & Ski 20% off
WOOL SHIRTS
Woolrich.heavyweightplaid 20% off
TURTLENECKS
Duofold cotton with poly blend $10.95 20% off
SHOES & SNEEX
Great choice men's 30% off
DOWNVESTS
Woq)richrip-stop·&ramarcloth 20% off
SPORT SHIRTS
Collection of plaids $7.99
& Rugby values
to $20.00

GAMESROOM
continued from .page 4
service, and we're cheap," he
says. Students get a discount rate
on all the activities except the
pinball machines. Ninety cents
an hour is the pool playing price
for students while non-students
pay $1.25 an hour. Similar
discounts are available on the
table tennis and bowling.
"The busiest times are from
ten in the morning to two in the
afternoon and from four until 11
at night," Cianculli says, while
taking a student ID in trade. for
the use of a rack of billiard balls.
The room is never qmet, as _pool
players are cursing over missing

an easy shot and frustrated pinball players are punching the
glass topped tables over losing
the fifth ball without winning that
elusive extra game. But together,
the noises, yelling and ever
present jingle of pinball bumpers, make the venture worthwhile, at least for Cianculli.
"We never have any trouble
here," he says. "There is always
a guy who wants to steal an eight
ball or a bowling pin, just to be
able to say he got it from the
games room. But that doesn't
happen too often. I enjoy it and
the kids enjoy it. Having this
place makes both of us feel
good."

Ewa is always active
CELICHOWSKI
gets me down," she sa·ys. "It
continued from page 2
makes working for me like a
made sense for Celichowski to three ring circus."
hold both positions.
She says she is happiest when
She points out a few of DRAC's she's busy. To prove it she names
concerns while she has been several of her time consuming
chairman. "Parking, two years activities. "I'm involved in my
ago was a big issue," she says, major, and I run the MUB sweet
. "Residents were not allowed to 1 shop," as well as being involved
use the core lots anymore. They in DRAC. After graduation she
had to use A lot. We took it to hopes to go into hotel managethe Parking and Traffic Com- ment. I'm applying to cruise
mittee and then to the President, lines, hotel chains and private
and he took it to Allan Prince clubs," she says. "I don't have
(vice provost of administration any ties, so I'll go more or less
and budget) and;'' she concludes anywhere I find a challenge.
, triumphantly, "we got our I'd like to go to Europe or
parking back."
Canada. ··
"I ski, skate, play bridge and
The Office of Residentiaf'Lffe's
new housing priority policy has tennis," she says, pushing a lock
Celichowski concerned about a of long brown hair off her face.
lack of student interest. ''I was "Oh! I also have a vivid imaginput in a position to represent ation."
students," Celichowski, who will
Celichowski moved to th~
graduate in May, says. "It's the foreign language mini dorm
decision of the kids who have to during her sophomore year for
be here next year. Their opinion two reasons. She didn't want to
is important, not mine. I have get in a rut and she wanted to
a very avid ooinion, but I can't pursue French. I'm bilingual,"
. express it. I have to depend on · :,he says. "T speak Polish and
students," she says.
English. French was a third
Celichowski works closely with language I took for my own enDirector of Residential Life joyment."
David Bianco. "He's pretty
She is now living in Hall House,
good," she says. "He listens to the academic mini-dorm. "I
us." She says Bianco "usually enjoy it. There are all kinds of
consults DRAC and usually programs offered and the people
agrees with us. He's got a temper are considerate. It's like a good
and you have to stand up to family.''
. him. He respects people who
Returning to the apathy queshave their own mind."
tion, she does express a desire
Celichowski feels she has her for more input from students.
own mind, "I'm not trying to "Input doesn't cost anything or
impress anyone," she says. "If take much time, but it's so
I disagree with something, I'm important."
i not mean, but I do question it
Looking beyond the present,
and I'm not afraid to express Celichowski smilingly remarks
my opinion." She says when on her own input, "Life's too
things are really going badly, she short to do anything I don't want
· usually laughs. "Not verv mucti todo."

A New Dimension in Cinema Luxury
FOUR EXCITING THEATRES UNDER ONE ROOF!

FOR GUYS
CUNT

LEVIS for LESS!
Choice of Stock, Denims, Corduroy~ $12.50
FRYE BOOTS
All-leather, basic & fashion models, to $80. $49.
DOWN PARKAS
Woolrich rip-stop nylon 20% off
CHAMOIS SHIRTS
Woolrich, ladies 100% cotton · $12.99
DANSKINS
Stretch Nylon ~ights & Body Suits 2 for $10
GALSTOPS
Assorted selection, Blouses, Shirts 20% off
SKIRTS & CULLOTTES
Corduroy & Denim 20% of.f
COAT & BIB DRESSES
Landlubber corduroy & d~nim 50% off
Duofold cotton with poly blentl $10.95 20%ofr
TURTLl!;NECKS
KNIT SHIRTS
Collection of body knits 50% off

EASTWOOD

THE
IIRUNTLh'T

e pAN7tt.y_~ r
f✓TUARI' ,nAinE✓,~,
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50 Main Street,

1-:45 ' 4:59 7:10 9 :10
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Downtown Durham

CINE 1·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200
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Hoop
ANALYSIS
continued from page 16
"There's no easy answer," said
Friel. "It can be any one of three
things. Either coaches have done
a terrible job, or _the players
haven't done as well as they could
have, a combinatio~ of the two, or

PAGE SEVEN

the opposition can work- against coa-ches don't know. The only
the strengths or weaknesses of way for UNH to escape this •
the team."
dismal season with any respect at
Both players and coaches feel all is to salvage at least a few
there is a mutual deficiency. wins in the remaining nine
However, each side as well lays games.
Friel hasn't given up hope, nor
most of the responsibility on its
· have the players. "It's not PSC
own shoulders.
continued from page 1
What's wrong with the Wild- hopeless," he said. "We just have
cats·~ No one has the answer. The to work ha_rd enough to get good
· the increase,'' Lessard said.
players are stumped . and the results."
According to Stone, PSC's
requests for rate and investment
return increases are illegal.
. "RSA 378.27 states temporary
rates (involving a public utility)
shall be sufficient to yield not less
than a reasonable return on the
cost of the property of the utility
· used and useful in the Public Service," he said.
"I am opposed to charging consumers in advance of a service,''
said Lessard. ''The basis of our
:American democratic economy,
1s that you get what you pay for.''
"If consumers pay for CWIP,"
Lessard said, "they are being
cnargect t>etore tne tact."
"The consumer pays one way
or the other,'' said McKinney.
"Regulations governing public
· utilities define a fair return as an
equal amount to money invested.
· ·" The money we have borrowed .
to build Seabrook is costing us an
interest rate of 10.25 percent.
We're asking for an increase of
two-:tenths percent on our investments.
"I would like it to be understood that the actual earnings per
share went down in 1977,"
McKinney said.
Earnings per share of common
stock were $2.53 in 1976 and $2.16
in 1977, according to PSC figures.
"We're asking for CWIP to be
included in the rate base," said
.McKinney. "About ·half of the
rate increase earnings will go for
this."
"It's not for the cost of the
plant," McKinney said, "It's for
the cost of the money to build the .
plant."
Part of the resolution passed by

PSC announces prof1·ts

HEALTH FEE

THE $10 HEALTH FEE IS PAYABLE EACH SEMESTER. A
ROSTER OF STUDENTS WHOSE
HEALTH FEE HAS BEEN PAID
.FOR THIS SEMESTER IS AVAIL~ ABLE IN HOOD HOUSE. CHECK·
TOSEEIFYOUAREONEOFTHE
SEVERAL HUNDRED WHO PAID
FOR THE FIRST SEM·E STER, BUT
WHO HAVE NOT YET PAID .FOR
THE SECOND- SEMESTER. A FEW
MINUTES OF YOUR TIME CAN
SAVE _ YOU
CONSIDERABLE
MONEY LATER . .LAST DAY FOR
PAYMENT IS JAN. 30, 1978.
CHECK TODAY!
/

:r

sssssss

Rep. Leo Lessard ·
the Dover Citv Council reads "a
porti~n of the increase represents
CWIP which is unjust and unfair to
the user--whether it be the . individual
consumer
or
a
municipality," according to
Buckley.
"The resolution passed · by
Dover," said Stone, "sets a nice
precedent for the state." ·
"It's the Consumer Council's
job to fight the PSC before the
Pl)C hearings;'' said Lessard.
"Two staff lawyers are fighting
the rate increases on behalf of the
consumers.
"We're hiring an expert in
utility
regulations
from
Washington, D.C. to testify that
he is not opposed to Seabrook but
is opposed to CWIP,'' he said.
"He will say that PSC can build
Seabrook without the 17 million
raised by the rate hike for
CWIP,'' Lessard said. ''The issue
is funding."

¥¥¥¥¥

valentines 'n
wintertime

THURSDAY
~ Opening

Ceremonies, 6p.m., MUB hill
• Square Dance, ,N.H. OUTING C~UB, 8 p.m.
Putnam Pavilion

• Ca.nadian Brass, a p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES, MUB

FRIDAY
• Nite of Sin,

-GREEK couNc1L

7:30 p.m., MUB

• Night Cross-Country
Skiing, 1 p.m.
N.H. OUTING CLUB
College Woods

SATURDAY
• Snow Sculpture Judging,,o-12p.m.
• Snow Races, N.H. OUTING CLUB, 10 a.m.,East/WestPark
• Winter Carnival Buffet
& Ball, CROWNING OF KING '& QUEEN, 6 & 8:30 p.m., ~UB

SUNDAY
• Ski Trip,

N.H. ouT1NG cLus

WILDCAT SKI AREA,
leaves MUB 6:30 a.m.

tJ11;

"e,-.s•t
- 'Y

Jebruary 9-12 .

·

winter ·

earnival
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throughout most of Europe," said
Karen.
But all of her experiences were
not positive. Kareri ·witiiessed·
several inciden ts where the Civil
Guard bruta ll y beat Spanish
students. She saw the political
repression , and coercion by the
government cont.rolled news services. She was stopped by the
Civil Guard one night but was
left unharmed.
'
Sally Butcher said,· · ·1 llkect ;
Spain a lot but now I appreciate
my own c~untry much more. I
can't take the United States for
granted anymore. It was good to

,A
/...
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ABROAD
continued from page 1
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EVERYTHING!

If you want to shed those extra pounds once and for

II■

all--1

YOU are invited to participate?' ·a new research prograrr.
and learn to be your own Diet. Therapist - regardless
of age or sex!

.I=

. .

WHAT? The use of Behavior Modification Techniques
and/ or individualized counseling shows the way!

II

HOW? You supply the motivation and commitment
-

■ of 1 to 2 hours per week for 1 O weeks.

'<Vhat tho Europoans: think of

America . In Spain we are considered capitalist exploiters of
the world. <>
Ab Levine ,spent the 1976-77
school year at the University of
Salzberg in Austria . She studied
theology and German literature.
''In Austria a visitor has to be
very sure ' of himself and
aggressive. The Austrian people
tend to be very cold and reserved
toward strangers. The Austrians
usua 1ly keep in very small groups
of friends. They seem to be very
insecure and live in constant
fear of ~ilitary invasion. ThPv
have virtually no national defense system."
·
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ln spite of this , Ab was able to
find a room wi th a wealthy
outgoing Austrian woman .
Through this woman, Ab met
Ella F itzgerald and many ininteresting
fluential · and
Europeans .
When school was in recess
Ab, like most students, traveled
around the continent to Ireland,
Scotland, France , Italy and
Greece. "The whole experience
tested my adaptability. It was the
best year I spent outside the
University. There is much more
to learn about Europe than ·you
will _fin.ct in bo?ks. I woul? do it
agam m a mmute, I miss the
German culture. "
,Each language department ,
has . a different advisor for the
Jumor Year abroad program. In

Scoot Winslow, a business adm1nistra tion major, spent · one
semester in Arundel, England.
He took two business courses
(both taught by Americans), and
an English literature course
(taught by Welsh poet Lesley
Norris ) and a theater course.
For the theater course, Scott attended a play once a week.
" I learned a great deal about
the English language, and I
realize how much it has been
changed in Am~rica. The English
professors really made the subject come alive.
" The English people are very
amiable , especially towards
Americans .. The people in the
pubs are very sociable . They
have a motorcycle gang called

tho Suscox Hogs. Thoy fook just

the French program , students
are free to take courses at the like our Hell's Angels, hut they
University of Dijon , including are very civil and polite. Even
~ath, earth sciences, and more so than most English men.
"The British punk-rockers are
. hi~~ory..
.
.
The idea of this progr:am is to the most far out group. They
expose th~ st1:1dents to the French color their hair blue, green and
way of thmkmg and the French orange; wear black plastic bags
wa_y of formulating problems. mstead of clothes, and stick
This helps the student understand safety pins through their cheeks,
tlie french culture." accordinl! t0 nose, and ears. They too are very
Lrdia Crowson, the facult¥ ad- friendly, and the norm.;ll
vi~or for the French study abroad ~nglishmen are completely unphased by the punk-rockers'
pro~ram .
.
.
·
Lisa Groce is one student who behavior," said Scott .
w~_nt to the University of Dijon, in
"It 's the cheapest way to see
D1Jon, France, for the 1976-77 Europe and get a good
school year. "French .~tudents education," he added.
are very active politically. The
George Abraham said if
communist
and
socialist students are solely interested in
movements are very, ~trong travel, then they should inthere. In Durham, I can't find vestigate student travel opporanyone who is interested in tunities. There are probably
anything.
more opportunities than most
"Traveling is one of the most students realize, he said.
phenomenal experiences one
The study abroad program ofcould have, and should be grabbed for when the chance arises. fers studies not available
It's a slap in the face, but elsewhere. However, the transdefinitely a _good one," said ~µltural experiences and travel
Lisa . After graduation, Lisa cannot be separated from the
plans to return to France, and study abroad pr<?gram.
live there for five to ten years.
Abraham and Olmstead are in
George Abraham and Robin the orocess _of .centralizing the inOlmstead coordinate the Consor- (ormation on these programs in
tium Student Exchange Program room 111 Murkland Hall . The
on the UNH campus . The Consor- facility should be functional in
tium consists of 12 different· three to four weeks.
schools including the New The library will contain inforEngland College's extension mation on thousands of student
campus in Arundel , England. The exchange and student travel opexchange program was started portunities, said Abraham . These
six years ago for . participating programs can take a student to
schools in New England to share Europe, Asia , Africa, and South
r.., ·ources and avoid duplication Ameri~a , as well as to any of
of services .
1,400 schools in the United States.

Putting
this
face .
·
in your future.
Your Fidelit)' Ur!on Field Associate can
he!µ plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's ·
le~der in life insur~nce for college seniors.
Fmd out about College Master.
Call the FidelitJ Union CollegeMaster®
Field .\ssociate in your area:

Barbara Marczak
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FRANKLIN
THEATRE
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Jan. 27, 28
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LADIES',NITE in the LOUNGE

6:30 & 8:30

OUTRAGEOUS

TUESDAY 7 p.m.-12:30 a.m.

''Original, alive and ribaldly funny''
-- Charles Champlin, L.A. Times

6:30&8:30

·wmiam Katt
in

importanco of knowing the c3:,cn -

tial eati{!g habits. "I rarely eat
sweets," the first one says," and
I don't eat desserts either. I'm
definitely not a candy machine
addict. My feelings are that the
person who goes into the dining
hall, scorns at the vegetarian entree and just eats the desserts
shouldn't be a vegetarian in the
first place."
When asked if they ever feel
any side effects from not eating
meat, both denied such effects.
One hadn't gained or lost a pound
since she has been at school and
the second, after losing 15 pounds
last'year, has gained all but five
~pounds back:
"I look at the situation this
way." says Cindy Hill, a
vegetarian from Christensen
Hall. "Most places won't even
recognize a vegetarian. I think
,· we're damn lucky that we get this
much."

Make good money part
time campus representative
needed for fun and easy
to sell product - no
gimmicks - proven campus
winner - we show you how send name, address, phone
no., school, year of
graduation along with selfaddressed stamped envelope
to:
F.P. Inc., 136 Lakeshore Dr.
-. Marlboro Ma. 01752
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-HOURS OPE.N
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♦

c1
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:
♦

ting to be

'fhe vegetarian meals are plan- they're ~eally trying. Of course, I
ned with the adequate amount of go away unhappy sometimes, but
protein in them, Amero says. I'm sure the meat-eating people
In addition, there's always cot- go away unhappy, too."
tage cheese, milk and soft serve
Another student vegetarian,
fo~ additional amounts of pro- who is a nutrition major from
tem.
Stoke Hall, says the vegetarian
"The real problem is with the . menu has completely turned
students who refuse to eat any- around in the four years that she
thing but grains and vegetables · has attended UNH. "I've eaten in
and stay · away from dairy pro- all three · dining halls, though I
ducts. They aren't smart vege- mo~t often go to Sti11ings, but
tarians. So many others have they're al~ servin~fan_tas~ic}<;>0ds
•
other reasons that influence their for vegetarians. · __. !l
eating patterns and they're the
"The first couple of years, I
ones we can't make haoov."
almost became a meat-eater
Carol Figgins, a v~et.arian plant again because there just wasn't

♦

· 742-0040
9816

•
•
•

appeal."

:
♦
♦

Please Call:

i+

science major from McLaughlin anything for me except salad,
Hall, agrees it is the lack of stu- bread and desserts. I bet I lost ten
dent response that limits the veg- pounds the first month I W8.s at
etarian menu. "The only way school. Then I started buying my
that Stillings could improve their own food and heating it up in the
much easier, although we don't ' vegetarian menu is through us, kitchen. I mean, you can't live on
have a hot entree 100 percent of the vegetarians. We're in a min- peanut butter sandwiches and
the time. But, there are so few ority and they have a. lot of salad for the whole year."
takers."
other people to feed. ·If we gave
She says she finally realized
Amero, does not have any fig- them recipes or ideas, I'm sure 1hat she had to eat a balanced
. :neal. "I started eating in the
ures on how many vegetarians they'd use them."
eat in the dfoing halls. However,
Figgins says she can't speak for dining hall again, but I comshe . says a survey will be con- all dinmg ha-lls because she only . plained constantly. I guess it's
ducted in the near future.
goes to Stillings. "Last semester working because I'm usually
"Sometimes a hot vegetarian was really bad, I used to go away . satisfied when 1 leave a dining
entree may look good at 4 p.m. hungry. This semester is a decid- hall--sometimes too- satfsfied,"
when it comes out of the oven," ed i~provement.
she giggles. "But, the dining serAmero continues, "But by the
"There's a good variety of vices have come a long way with
time the 5:30 crowd comes, it's vegetables and the salad bar is vegetarians and I, speaking as a
either burnt up or dried out. The excellent. They don't serve gar- long-time vegetarian, really apkids get tired of this and I can't bage. Stillings realizes that you preciate the effort."
Both vegetarians stress the
blame them. The bfg thing is eye have to have a dinner and it's get-

VE:GET ARIANS
continued from page 2

Headquarters for Famous Brands
· at Low Discount Prices!

I
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SusanDey

,

HAPPY HOUR 3-6 p.Ill~

"FIRST LOVE"
a young college romance.

Jan. 30, 31
6:30&8:50

Gregory Peck
in ·

''MacArthur''

PIZZA DEN

coming ... Charles Bronson in

'FRIDAYS

''Telefon''

Fresh Pizzas - Hot Grinders

also coming ...

"COUSIN, COUSINE"

Friendly Atmosphere
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editorial----Let's give PSC the message
The New Hampshire commends the city council
of Dover for its unanimom, vote against paying
the Public Service Co.'s (PSC) proposed 17 percent rate increase. ,
For too long, the PSC has taken advantage of
the New Hampshire consumer. After duping the
public into believing the rate .hike was necessary to
pay for construction of the nuclear power station
at Seabrook, they announce a whopping $16
million profit balance.
The residents of Dover have decided enough is
enough. If the PSC can institute a rate hike even
before it has been approved by the Public Utilities
Commission, then the cities and towns in the state
can withhold payment.

letters

Spokesmen for the PSC say the profit margin
must be returned to the investors. Utility companies are not noted for their windfall returns. It
seems $16 million will more than satisfy the stock
holders.
Those same spokesmen cannot even say how
much of the profit will _be reinvested in the
operation. But they can say the rate hike is
necessary right here and right now.
State law says consumers cannot be charged for
a service they have not yet received. But isn't this
what is happening with the rate increase? Construction at Seabrook will not be completed for
years. Consumers will be paying for years just the
same.

Consumers should pay for the power which is
scheduled to come from the Seabrook plant. They
should not also be saddled with the cost of construction.
Slowly but surely, the people of New Hamp~
shire are getting the facts. Eight thousand people
returned "Fight the rate hike" post cards to the
Clamshell Alliance recently in its drive to forestall
the increase. Three occupations of the nuclear
plant have occurred and another is in the planning
stages. The Dover City Council has voted to
withhold their payment of the rate increase.
It's about time the Public Service Company and
the Public Utilities Commission realized what the
c1t1zens of the state are trytng to say.

The letter of Jan. 25 contained several inaccuracies : 1) The closing of the
kitchenettes did not result in "a health
hazard." I willingly opened individual
kitchenettes on the request of students
who were ill; 2) The closing of the kitchenettes was not intended toward
" promoting the use of dangerous hotplates. " The letter posted on the kitchenettes indicated that students who
attempted to cook in -their rooms
would be endangering more than their
own lives, and asked their cooperation:
3) It is the privilege, not the right, of
Williamson residents to have a kitchenette on every floor in addition to the
kitchenette in the main lobby, which
was not.restricted at any time.
In additiorr, the kitchenettes were
closed for only six days.
The nature of the letter of Jan. 25 is
such that it attempts to both malign
my character and distort the facts behind the situation. Printing a letter
containing this many inaccuracies
without contacting me to verify the situation indicates a certain degree of irresponsibility on the part of the paper.
This situation brings to my mind the
infamous Nixon-Khrushchev "Kitchen
Debate" of 1959. I hope that the temporary closing of the Williamson kitchenettes need not result in a similar des
bate which, in retrospect, seems inane.

To refer to Bill Conk as Bill Klunk New Hampshire had I not been granwas such a juvenile move. And his ted the choice of on-campus or offtitle is Head Resident, not Head Klutz. campus housing.
·
This was a very feeble attempt at
It 1s a commori bellef among stuhumor and displayed only immaturity dents that dormitory life is one of the
To the Editor :
and rudeness.
binding forms of learning between
In view of the anonymous letter that
When Mr. Conk justifies the closing . dormitory students. Students become
was printed in The New Hampshire
of the kitchenettes, you say he's il- acquainted witq and share knowledge
logicgj. He is nQ.t encouraging people with dorm -mates in the various
on Tuesday, Jan 25, 1978, regarding
to stay in the dorms durin_g fire drills. colleges and majors at the University.
the closing of the Williamson Hall
kitchenettes, I feel it is important to
He is saying that he is afraid people This broadens the scope of knowledge
will begin staying in the dorms be- · obtained here.
provide a clearer explanation of the
cause of the frequency ·of the drills.
Dorm life also exposes students to
situation at hand.
To think he was promoting students unique levels of social structure. One
Williamson Hall has a total of 17
kitchenettes available for student use.
to disregard the fire,drilfs is ridicu- such example is the virtual freedom to
These kitchenettes, while a convenlous.
run one's own life, while in the comAs far as I can see, your inco- pany of peers , with neither the unience to the students are also a major
he~E;n~ letter did nothing but harshly deniable dominance of home-life nor
source of fire alarm activation, which
criticize and unnecessarily embarrass the overshadowing social pressures
occurs when molecules of combustion,
Bill Conk. Not one suggestion to solve · and responsibilities (other than
generated by students cooking meals
· achieving oQe's _own aca_demic. potepthe problem was brought up.
or snacks, come in contact with the
I have to admit, in the end, your tial) of being "on your own." This
recently installed smoke detectors.
letter did make me laugh. After writ- social structure can be found neither
Last week, due to the closing of Philing such a childish letter, you asked in the past nor in the future in the lives
brook Dining Hall, the kitchenettes
to " please be treated like adults". of the students.
underwent increased use and likewise
How can you expect Mr. Conk to treat
One other highly important point is
there was a marked increase in the
activation of fire alarms. In a 24-hour
you as adults when you're still operat- that due to the financial difficulties of
time span last Wednesday and Thursing on a junior high level?
attending college, dormitories provide
f feel strange addressing a letter to ' inexpensive means of recreation that
day, Williamson Hall had three fire
alarm activations, all the result of stuan arioriymous being. But I can't say would otherwise be enjoyed at the exdent cooking. I made my decision to
that l blame you. I certainly wouldn't pense of a profit oriented business.
close the kitchenettes after the third
For these reasons I believe students
sign my name to such a display of
alarm . ignorance.
would reconsider sacrificing some of
I hope all you "adults" in Willia~ these aspects of the educating "college
son will have the courtesy to apologize life" for the privilege of attending one
My decision was based on,the followBill Conk
ing. First, as the frequency of fire
to Hill Conk.
of the many highly qualified univerHead Resident
alarm activation increases, the perMaureen McNulty sities in New England.
Williamson Hall
centage of students responding to
I highly urge Mr. Tandy to realarms decreases. This is an observaevaluate his views on freshman
tion supported by the Durham Fire Depriority in the new dormitory priority
partment. Secondly, the students in
system.
To the Editor:
Williamson were not only failing to reBrett Cherrington
I am writing in response to the letspond to alarms but in fact were hiding
429 Williamson
ter to the editor, in the Jan. 24 issue
in their rooms. I, as the Head Resident
To the Editor:
of The New Hampshire concerning
and responsible to some degree for stuIn the the Jan. 24 issue of The New
the kitchenettes in Williamson.
dent safety, decided to close the k~tHampshire, Student Body President
chenettes until Philbrook reopened. · Whether th.ese kitchenettes are opened
Peter Tandy was quoted as saying " ...
Obviously a fire alarm system is or closed makes no difference to me,
perhaps if freshmen .had to live offworthless unless residents respond to since I don't live on campus. It was
campus for their first or second
it. I felt that action was necessary to
semester; they would appreciate more
the letter itself that bothered me.
restore the legitimacy of the alarm .
the facilities provided on-campus for To the Editor:
I assume the opening paragraph
The Durham Fire Department conThe Area II Presidents Council
them. " I think it is an important
about the stairways in Williamson
question to pose to Mr. Tandy whether would like to recognize and support
curred with my decision to avoid addiclosing down, was meant to be sartional alarms caused by cooking.
forcing freshmen to live off-campus Hetzel Hall's dance-a-thon on Feb. 3,4
castically funny. I also assume you
A letter of explanation was posted on
would be economically feasible for the &5. in the Granite State Rm. of the
were trying to get a point across.
. each kitchenette door shortly after
University . I, as an out-of-state MUB. Not only is this an opportunity
To make a comparison as absurd as
thev were closed. I was also available
that of kitchenettes and stairways , student , would have reconsidered my for students to enjoy dancing non-stop
to discuss the closing with students.
copv_eys neither hum~~ nor meaning. ·- decision to attend the University of for 48 hours but it is also an excellent •
opportunity for them to support the
~idney :14"und in their fight against
Michael Minigan
kidney disease. .
Editor-in-Chief
Ginny Maytum
The dancers will be sponsored and
Managing Edftor
Chris Dobbrow
proceeqs will go to the KF. We urge
Business Manager
Ted Pease
st~dents to get out and ~ance for. the
News Editors
Diane Breda
Kidney Fund. There will be prizes
Paul Keegan
and entertainment for participants.
Sports Editor
Barbara Scott
Please help t~e Ki~ey Fund and
Arts Editor
.Steven Morrison
dance away kidney disease! Thank .
Photo Editor
Artlllman
you.
Ass't Photo Editor
The Area II President's Council
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Scientethics
To the Editor:
The imp~ct of science and its ensuing technology aie ubiquitous. The
last century has seen science and
techuology evolve from being largely
the clandestine pursuit of eccentric,
elitist and military purveyors to its

present position as the yardstick of
societal sophistication.
Only recently has the immediate,
global, power of science and
technology been realized. For example, nuclear energy is partially harnessed and only half-trusted, smallpox
is eradicated, and even new forms of
life can readily be made in several
laboratories.
Practitioners of science and
technology can no longer perpetuate
their craft without fully weighing the
consequences, and silent skeptics and
the ignorant can no longer avoid confronting these consequences- as they
exist now in theory, or eventually as
they will exist in fact.
Scientethics magazine is designed
to address the ethical questions such
as who must responsibly decide if,
when and how scientific advancement
and its ensuing technology should
proceed.
Faculty , graduate and undergraduate students, both scientist and
laymen, are invited to submit their
views to Scientethics in the form of
essays, photographs, or line drawings .
Each submission should deal with one
of the following topics:
-Energy production _
-Bio-medical research;
-Food and Forest production;
-Water resources, and
-Transportation.
Contributors are asked that their
essays not deal with rote scientific information, but where authors interject
specific scientific information into
their essays for effect, footnotes are
requested:
··
Persons interested in submitting
material to Scientethics should contact the Student Press Organization
immediately. It is preferred that all
material be submitted by Feb. 1, and
the absolute deadline is Feb. 7.
The editor of Scientethics can be
reached at 2-2133.
Philip C. Morin
Durham

U nio~ College
To the Editor:
In an apparent ~ttemrt at avoiding
big-time hockey, Union College faces
an important decision confronting
most schools today. Should a school's
athletic program be a student's opportunity for pnys1ca1 part1c1pat10n
supplemental to academics or a
student spectator sport? To' expect
both generally breeds an inferior team
in the big-time arena and often results
in power disputes like those experienced at Union.
Schools that can afford it, usually
go all the way, recruiting and often
fielding a winning team. But is big-time
schoolboy hockey vicarious violence,
a la the Roman Coliseum, or just good
clean fun? Why have players attended
classes at all? Why not simply hire
· a semi-professional team and attach
tbe college label? To stay small these
days seems to be a losing game. After
all, everybody likes a winner.
Geoffrey Coombs
Portsmouth

etters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as..space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
·
..
All letters must be typed, double spae;e~ ,md a maximum of 500 words in
, order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions
on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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----Steven M o r r i s o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - .

An insult to New Hampshire
sticking both feet in his mouth. He is the man most
responsible for our:: state's problems, he admitted
the existence of two of them, and yet, when he
unfortunately returns to New Hampshire tomorrow, he will undoubtedly brag about New Hampshire's low per capita taxes.
The voters of New Hampshire should never forget Thomson's Soweto remarks, especially if
Thomson runs for governor again in November.
He has insulted and embarrassed the people of
New Hampshire. Now the residents of this state
can show they are more intelligent than their governor. It should not be difficult.

To think that a hospital in a forced ghetto of 1.5
million persons in South Africa can teach a state in
America about health care is embarrassing. Thomson displayed his insensitivity, naivity and sheer
lack of intelligence w~th that remark.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson's comments in Soweto,
South Africa Wednesday were ironic, for the man
who advocates no new taxes for New Hampshire
put the Granite State's problems in worl_d perspective.

And when he termed some of the ghetto housing
better than some of his neighbors' in Orford, he
slapped his neighbors and the rest of New Hamps~ire' s_residents right in their faces.

Now people from Hong Kong to New York to
Paris know that New Hampshire residents' health
care may actually be worse than tb_at received by
1.5 million ghetto blacks in the most racist nation
on earth. When Thomson toured Soweto's Baragwanath Hospital he said, "We in New Hampshire
have a lot to learn from you about medical care."

· Only Gov. Meldrim Thomson could make two
of the. greatest problems of his state--poor health
care and poor housing--known to the world by

--Mark P r i d h a 1 n - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

U nfortunately, Thomson's all ours
Gov. Meldrim· Thomson has once again established himself, and the people of New Hampshire, as the laughing stock of not only this
country, but the entire world.
Touring South Africa on an all-expenses-paid
trip sponsored by that country's Freedom Foundation, Thomson praised the racist government of
Prime Minister John Vorster, and declared that
apartheid, South Africa's system of forced racial
segregation, is a "local South African problem."
"I don' t believe in it (forced racial segregation) as far as the United States is concerned,"
the .65-year-old governor allowed, "but, of course,
blacks in the US are entirely different than blacks
nere. They are educated and have had privileges,
a chance to develop."
Curiously~enough, Thomson fails to connect
South Africa's internation_ally-deplored racial policies and harassment of bla~ks (who far outnumber whites in that country) with the educational
and social conditions forced upon the black majority.
Perhaps Thomson's cheery outlook would be
similar if this were the 1860s, rather than the
1970s, and he were touring the American South,
rather than South Africa.
Would Thomson, upon visiting Georgia cotton
plantation, label slavery a "local problem?" Would
Thomson, upon meeting one of the more infamous
slave-owners of the time, justiF"y the conditions
of the local black populace on the premise that
they are different than the blacks up · North,
where "they are educated and have had privileges,
1a chance to develop?"
·The analogy isn't that far-fetched considering

Keg Room

Thomson referred to Abraham Lincoln to justify
' South Africa's policy of forceq detention (mostly
of placks) without trial.
"You know," said Thomson, an American flag
pin . in his lapel, even Abraham Lincoln SUSpended habeas corpus during the Civil ·War.
And these people here consider themselves at
war--with the Communists. "
Perhaps the governor himself recognizes . the
similarities between the American South of 100
years ago, and South Africa today.
But that's history .. .
What Thomson did say the other day, having
completed a tour through the muddy, unpaved
streets of the black township of Soweto, was
somewhat of an eyebrow-raiser for those who
have caught a televised glimpse of the run-down
ghetto where blacks are forced to live.
"Just wonderful," Thomson said in praise of
Soweto, the scene of some of the bloodiest
rioting in recent history.
,
"It (Soweto) is so much better than anything I
ever envisioned," New Hampshire's governor told
those around him, including the world press.
"Why, some of the houses are better than some
of our neighbors' houses in Orford, N.H."
Thomson was apparently quite moved by what
he observed in Soweto--which is one of the largest
ghettos of forced inhabitanfs in the world.
T curing the Baragwanath Hospital, which serves
Soweto's 1.5 million blacks, . Thomson shook
hands, fondled babies and spoke with the hospital's doctors.
"You know we in New Hampshire have a lot
to learn from you about medical care," he told one

UNH 's unique ''Saturday Night
Fever, ·• if you will, has vanished in
a maze of strobe lights, padded chairs,
and dressed up people.
And I'll miss it.
Patrick H. Gray
207 Williamson Hall

II

the severity of the offense most of us
experience most often.
Fortunately, most smokers don't
feel personally threatened by people
like Prof. Shor, and I hope Mr. Langer
won' t either. However, I support
Shor 's position, and let me be clear
about my own feelings. I have sat
through countless meetings at this
University (and elsewhere ), quietly
suffering under a cloud of smoke; the
effect has often lasted for hours after
leaving the area . I have decided that I
will never endure such abuse in silence
again. Why should I? If Mr. Langer
suffers abuse from the UNH smokestack I'll help him complain. I stand
on the same principle that I believe
motivates Shor. Smoke bothers me,
whatever the source; for me that
source 1s usually a cigar or cigarette.
To paraphrase the hero of Network:
I forced to endure smoke abuse, I get
mad as hell and I'm not going to take it
anymore! I've found that most of my
friends who smoke understand how I
feel. I hope Prof. Shor's efforts will
bring some others out of the closet.
J .D. Morrison
Department of Chemistry

To the Ed1tor:
As Mr. Monmaney so eloquently put
it last semester, "No on() walks on the
grass anymore." Almost four years
· after my first trip into Durham, I ·
reflect on the changes that have taken
place. Some good, some bad, some
minor, some major. But one stands
out in my mind above all others ..
I am not talking of an administrative
change, or a pass/fail option, or even To the Editor9:
the conversion of two-way streets to
Gary Langer 's attack on Prof.
one-way. I am talking of the demise Shor's motives in complaining about
of one of Durham's institutions, the smoking in classrooms, and other
Keg Room lounge. And it is only the public areas not specificallv
lower lounge that I speak of.
designated for smoking, puzzles me. ~ do
not understand his logic or his choice
Gone are the days when "roomies" of so many snide adjectives to attempt
ventured there, put a few wooden
to discredit Shor's honest ~_ng
tables together, looked up at the straightforward campaign.
ceiling which looked_like an airplane
.hangar, and proceeded to drink into
He calls Shor's priorities "warped"
the double figures. Remember how and calls for him to "first direct his
everyone tried to figure out how the energies against the more serious ofwaitresses/waiters held about ten fenders" which he claims are "facmugs in each hand? ... or the table of tori es, cars, open-burning garbage
men slyly sliding theirs over next to dumps" and "the famous UNH smokethe table of woinen? ... or the sound stack.'.' Considering the fact that the
of "Can't Get Enough of Your Love" concentration of harmful chemicals in
blaring in your ears? ... or even the closed smoking areas ha.s been
chugging contests?
· measured we can examine the logic of To the Editor:
Ah .... but now the lounge looks like · Shor's priorities dispassionately. It
A dark and menacing spectre has in
thousands of other "discos" around · turns out that in both its rich variety recent days cast its malevolent
the country. My purpose here is not · and its concentration of irritants a shadow across New Hampshire's
to exhort the good or bad qualities smoke-filled room far exceeds bucolic Concord. This spectre is at
of disco lounges or even disco music anything we experience as a result of once as old as humanity itself and as
itself·. It is to say that the certain those "mo:e _serious offenders._" contemporary as the arrival of each
"atmosphere" of the beer blasts, our T~er~f?re, hke it or not, S~or has his new day. The adversity which besets
own kind of Oktoberfest, is gone . . pnontJes properly or~~red m terms of _ajl men of integrity in this hour is

Cigarettes

·Barbarism

.

doctor, following his earlier 20 minute discussion
· with Gen. H.J. Van Den Bergh, focusing on artificial insemination of cattle. Van Den Bergh heads
South Africa's secret police force. "It's just wonderful here," Thomson said of the hospital.
But, beneath all the.humorous quotes, and beside the fact that Thomson 1ust last December returned · from a similar all-expenses-paid trip ·to
Taiwan, there is something frightening going on.
There is something strange -and uniquely 'Thomsonesque" about the governor's tour of South
Africa, a country headed by a man who some
critics label as the biggest racist since Adolph
Hitler.
Sometimes, it's almost humorous--a small-time
governor pursuing a foreign policy which is at
complete odds with that of the federal government, and most of the world.
But Thomson and his antics aren't funny anymore.
Flying the Taiwanese flag over the State House
to protest the eviction of an athletic team from
Olympic competition is one thing.
Seemingly endorsing apartheid and a foreign
nation's terror tactics against the majority of its
citizens is a whole different ball game.
Boston Globe columnist and UNH lecturer
Jack Thomas best summed up an earlier Meldrim .
Thomson: ,." a bumbling busybody who is best
known for butting into situations he doesn't know
anything- about.".
But Gov. Thomson is no longer just New
Hampshire's ".bumbling busybody" --for the price
of a plane ticket, he's up for grabs.
1

a murky veil of barbarism which has
descended anew over the minds of
powerful men whose daily acts determine the destiny of this state and its
citizenry. It is the archetypal barbarism
of ignorance, bigotry, and tyranny
opposing itself to the quintessential
humanis_m of freedo~)q;1owlegge,
and toleration. It is a drama -in which
we are all actors, and must all eventually take sides in a mortal combat
. between universals played out in all
ages and places. The scenery shifts
and fades , battles are won and lost,
and new episodes arise with the
passage of time.
The past few .weeks find the forces
of humanism embattled in New
Hampshire . The statehouse lies
abandoned •while our officious and
vainglorious
governor,
Meldrim
Thomson, busies himself in courting
the favor of the brutal , racist regime
in South Africa, and attending tea
parties with its bigoted, autocratic
ex-Nazi leader, John Vorster.
'
In the peaceful , university town of
Durham, freedom of speech and of the
press are currently endangered by
the zealous, dictatorial rantings of
UNH Tru~tee Sen. D. Alan Rock, and
the sly, parliamentary machinations
of fellow Trustee Nathan Battles.
These men are allied with Thomson
. in an attempt to fire journalist and
UNH teacher Jack Thomas because
of an article Thomas wrote criticizing
the Granite State. This abridgement
of freedom would be abetted by a
form of "no-knock" classroom censorship by UNH trustees which would
render the position of trustee not too
unlike the role enjoyed,by a member
of Hitler's gestapo.

What is unbalanced and fundamentally barbarous in the attitudes of
Thomson, Rock, and Battles is that
the outraged sense of chauvinism
these men feel for their state commands more of their allegiance than
their commitment to the protection
of basic democratic freedoms. In
addition, these men have shown themselves to be overeager to dispose of
the safeguards of due process set up
by the University in order to sacrifice
Thomas's job to their own despotic
appetites . But rapacious will to power
and philosophic blindness are not new
to the world. Such men as Thomson,
Rock, and Battles have been knee-jerk
lackeys to tyrants since the beginnings
of human societv.
Such overweaning despots, however,
must never be appeased. The entire
University commumty:taclllty, students, and administrators alike should
unite behind UNH Pres. Mills in
defense of Jack Thomas. We may
not agree with Thomaiis sentiments,
but the attack on hfs right to express
them is an attack on the rights of us
all. It is an issue which goes beyond
the University, and even the state of
New Hampshire. We are witnessing
beleaguered humanism once again
made prey to the dark night of barbarism.
Yet I think that Thomson, Rock and
Battles should be.encouraged to attend
classes at UNH, but not so much in
journalism as in basic political philosophy. Perhaps then they might
change their priorities and become
less troubled by a man'_s opinions than
by a man's loss of freedom.
In eternal enmity to tyranny
and barbarism,
Courtenay W. Moore
UNHSenior
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In days of old when knights ...
By Rosalie H. Davis
Parsival, or, A Knight's
Tale is a clever modern text of
an Arthurian legend. Parsi val, an
archetypal innocent, guest~ for
the Holy Grail and is rewarded by
a deadening sense of ennm and
disillusionment.
Parsiva( is a sparkling
parable of the elusive search for
happiness. Parsival, as a youth,
is naive to avarice, desire and
hatred. He daydreams of an adventurous future;
As a middle aged and disappointed man, he dreams of his
past.and his lost innocence.
Adventure is a numbing experience for Parsival, the red
knight, who wins his armor in a
bloody and violent duel. ,l-Ie is
removed and incredulous of his
own actions during jousts, fights
and ,.,,ari::.

''war... vicious
..
and
stinking mess."
The violent war described in
Parsival is an ugly, vicious and
stinking me.ss. This type of war,
with its maimed and disfigured
victims, empty eye sockets, a~d
plague infested carcasses 1s
nauseating.

No, this is neither Don Quixote nor Lancelot. ·

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Calendar'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

Friday, January 2 7
Puddledock Pub - Roger
dams, Folk. 4 to 6 p.m.
Located on State Street, Portsmouth.
Puddledock Pub - Jerry Tillet, Folk, own compositions.
Bp.m.

Private Lightning, Rock. Granite State room in the MUB.
8 p.m. $2.00 in advance. Sponsored by Phi Mu Delta.
Franklin Theater - Outrageous. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30.
A comedy.

Saturday, January 28
Puddledock Pub - Phred Lake, Soft Rock. Starts 9 p.m.
Franklin Th~ater - Outrageous. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.

Sunday, January 29
Puddledock Pub - Jerry Tillet, Folk, own compositions.
Franklin Theater - First Love. A young college romance.
WUNH, 91.3 F.M. - Issues and Answers with Mark Strauss
host. Weekly show featuring interviews with interesting
community members.
MUSO Film - The Phantom of the Opera. Shows at
7 and 9:30. Admission $.75. ·

Monday, January 30
Puddledock Pub- Dale Szczelowski, Folk. 9 p.m.
Franklin Theater - MacArthur, starring Gregory Peck.

Arts Shorts
Big Bird Flies Italia
Sesame Street goes to Italy. Public Television's ''Sesame
Slr,:et" and educational children's show, is now being shown ii1

Italy. According to the Boston Glob<>. Leftists dislike the show
heeausC" of its "Madison Avenue" teaching techniques.

Star Wars Wins 8
Star Wars won 8 out of 13 awards at the Academy of Science .
Viction Film Awards in Hollywood. Alec Guiness won for Best
Supp<rrling Actor.

Chicago Lead Singer Dies
Lead singer and guitarist of the Rock group Chicago, Terry
Kath, 31, killed himself playing Russian_Roulette ?n JaiJuary 23.
His wife told police that he had a hah1t of playmg with guns.
according to WCOZ news.

The social commentary exposited in Parsival's medieval .
England applies to today's
society. Peasants, knights and
corrupt nobles exist to conflict
with and to serve each other.
Conflict and servility exists in
modern society, too. Lower class,
middle class, liberals, conservatives, nouveau riche--the terms
of the class change but the ba$ic
tenets remain.
Monaco carves a clever
sequence of actions in Parsival.
Characters move in and out of the
narrator's grasp, alternately
baring and shielding their inner
thoughts.
The movement of time in Parsival is atypical. The narrator's
voice changes. Perception and
reality are sometimes indistinguishable in the tangled
denouement of Parsi val.
Monaco's straightforward
modern prose cleans up a rusty
Arthurian legend and removes
knights from their chivalrous
pedestals. His knights are portrayed as credible human beings.
ParsivaJ, although flawed with
an
inability
to
reason
pragmatically, is sensitive to his
dreams and pursues them continually. His ethereal and
dreamy philosophy is also his
greatest gift.

Klondike Anni

Ovation Inflation
Someone ought to put a freeze on ovations. It takes
too many of them now to mean nearly as much as they
used to. Ovations, especially in the pop concert market,
have been devalued.
At the Crosby, Stills, and Nash concert in New York
City last summer, the ovation hit an all-time low in value.
Somebody pulled the plug out, in fact, and the ovation
barely remained afloat.
Screaming remnants and initiates of the fossilized Woodstock er:a held alof anything from burning matches to
homem~de torches at the end of a distressingly poor performance on the part of the famous trio.
The audience thought it was "cool" to show their adoration with their little festival of lights. But it wasn't c.ool.
It was hot enough in the coliseum to warp my contact
lenses.
Then . they started in with the small munitions; firecrackers hurled from the balconies onto the front rows
and empty stage.
This · minor skirmish between thousands of fans against
three aging · musicians wouldn't have been so bad if I
hadn' t ·seen the trio waiting in the wings for exactly the
right moment to counterattack. They ~ad their encore all
planned.
The lights in the coliseum remained off - a sure sign
to any ; seasoned concert-goer that the performers would
come back for their encore. If we demanded it hard enough.
The "it" in this case was our money's worth, so we demanded an encore regardless of the fact that the performers didn't deserve our ovation. They were sloppy musically and vocally, mechanical in their delivery, and lacked
any semblance of rapport with the audience.
Jaques d'Amboise, once principal dancer for the New
York City Ballet, was quoted in the Times as saying,
"To be a professional is to make a public declaration
of your excellence and prove it."
Ovation inflation, it follows, is caused both by performer and audience, and it is only through their combined cooperation that the devaluation can be slowed
and eventually halted.

If the performers do not deliver the goods, the audience
should withhold ovations. Simple and fair. Performances
would improve and the ovation would once again be
afloat on the concert market.
At the end of her brilliant one-woman show at the
University of Maine, Uly ,Tomlin received a deserved
standing ovation. She may or m.!y not have haq her
encore all programmed as do most . performers, I suspect,
but it was appropriate.
She ;eturned to the stage with the ultimate encore,
a simple headstand. · We had already gotten our money's
worth for her performance. There was nothing more that
she could do.

In no way does Klondike Annie resemble Arts Editor Barbara Scott except in pen.

Coffeehouses make a comeback
By Sue Movesian
The sixties was a time of beatniks, bongos, and "make love, not
war." Young people went to coffee houses to hear poets and
musicians philosophize on the
quality of life.
But, like mini-skirts, coffee
houses disappeared. It wasn't
long before the softly-lit, mellow
atmosphere characteristic of a
coffee house was overcome by
the forceful neon brightness of
the discotheque.
And so, the coffee house
became a thing of the past. Or did
it?
Recently, the idea of a
peaceful, relaxing atmosphere
supplemented with non-alcoholic
bever.a ges has become popular
on the UNH campus. Dormitories
are sponsoring coffee houses
more frequently in an attempt to
offer an alternative to beer blasts
or happy hours.
Last semester, the Creative Arts
Mini-dorm (Eaton House) held
a coffee house featuring a kazoo

band playing in three-part barmony.
According to Dave Russell, a
resident's assistant in the dorm,
the response was excellent.
"We couldn't have fit many
more in there," says Russell, who
feels that the number of coffee
houses are definitely on the increase.
"They are conducive to
relaxing and are easy to
arrange."
Laura Powers, a sophomore
art major living in Gibbs Hall,
has arranged, ·as well as performed, at several coffee houses on
the Durham campus. She says
the audiences are usually very
receptive.
Powers said, "Many times, I'lr
invite a few friends and they'll
bring along a few more people.
It's pretty casual and the audi,~
ence is more sympathetic."
Powers js part of a trio that will
play at Poor William's, a coffee
house in Williamson 1-{all open to
all Area III residents.

Poor William's is an inctependent study project for junior hotel
administration major Jeb Bates
who wants to "provide people
with a place to go that's differentlow-key."
Bates feels that students need
"some place where they can go to
relax. Poor William's isn't serving beer because we don't want
the rowdy crowds. They _c an go
downtown for that."
Heather Haring, a ju~ior
majoring in social service,
believes coffee houses are
definitely making a comeback.
"I
think
they're
being
revived," said Haring. "People
are looking for a more intimate
atmosphere."
UNH students are renowned
beer drinkers. Over the past few
months, though, drinking has
decreased.
Perhaps these people are
looking for a change, a~d just
maybe, the mellow environment
of a coffee house is a pleasant
solution.
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Dancing's her life
anyone went to Niko's," Jean
By Pamela Cary
''That was
Cyd
"Maurice Chevalier? Well, he recalled.
was quite -interesting. He was Charise's husband at the time.
very affable on stage, and good to Cyd's mother acted as secretary
work with, but we were never the of the school in between breaking
best of friends. We just danced up her. daughter's marriage--but
and took the lead bows together.'' you don't have to put that down."
"I was-very lucky to have been
That is an example of Jean
Mattox's casual approach to her accepted for my first audition at
long and successful career as a MGM studios ... let's see, I was
professional ballet, jazz and tap still 18 and it was for a movie
called 'Wonderman' with Danny
dancer.
At her simple, but comfortable Kaye. It nP•:c:r did very much,
home just five minutes away tho11gh_ . ,
from the University of Nev;
Jean leaned back into her
Hampshire where sh :, -.:urrently couch with her cup of tea,
teaches dance, Mattox recalled recalling her movie making days.
''There were . so many movies
her_active past.
There are no old pictures of her that I really have a hard time
covering the grand piano. There remembering them .
"My favorite film no one has
is no grand piano. No scrap books
collecting dust on the mantle heard of." She said, "It was
-.called 'Edie was a Lady' and
piece.
"I miss the fun and excitement starred Jack Cole, who was the
of Broadway and Hollywood,"

god of danco at that timo and

she said petting her schnauzer, literally ran Columbia pictures."
Jean. Mattox has danced with _celebrities such as Nancy Walker, Vaughn Hamilton, Nike
While living the gJamorous
"but I get a ktck out of seeing
Charise, Danny Kaye, and the list goes on. Yet, she remams modest about her great achievements.
people I have worked with all Hollywood life, Jean studied with
those years ago keep popping up Bronislav Njinska, the sister of
one of the greatest ballet dancers
on TV.
•~1 performed my first musical of all time, Njinski.
·
"Then I got involved with In- shire for six years. ··1 love it, the ·
Jean _said
that ma.kmg
'Barefoot . Boy with Cheek' in
Jean left movies to move to "thousands of television shows" dustrial shows, and made a lot of seasons, the quiet. I don't know
how much longer I'll be a teacher
N-ew )'ork wfth Nancy Walker New York where she soon paid well, but was also tiresome money." Industrial shows, Jean
and here she is making her fifth became well known ·- in the because it seemed useless and explained,
were
product at UNH. New Hampshire is the
only bloody state that requires
comeback on TV."
promotors that companies put a
Broadway circle of talent. "In unambitious.
.
the teachers to have degrees in
Jean's career began at the age New York, ballet was the basis of
"I never did like line dancing tremendous amount of time,
order to teach.
of 18, though she had actually work, but at auditions we were because, well. it wasn't par- money and effort into.
"They were a type of variety
always required to perform some ticularly expre~sive work. I
begun dancing at about 11.
··I don't have a degree. 1 cton ·t
"It's funny how ages become jazz and some theatrical dan- , worked on the Kate Smith show show and a lot of fun, that is have the energy to get one. I just
· _
vague as you get old," she said, cing," Jean said.
for a year, the Milton Berle Show before the unions began to form
have 40 years of experience .. ,
Listing her y performances and, oh yes, write down that I and ruin the glamour of it all.
laughing.
.
The schnauzer jumped off the
"I met my husband during a
"All I ever wanted to be was a mockstly, ·she said, " 'High Button worked with June .Taylor on the
couch as Judy Brown. another
dancer. I got off to a good start, Shoes' and 'Damn Yankees' were Jackie Gleason Show for six mon- brief tour with the Oldsmobile dance teacher at UNH, came into
Industry," Jean said. Matt Matbeing
taught
by
Vaughn two of my favorites, working un- ths and then people will gasp."
the room. "Just came to pick up
Hamilton in Boston. He· also der excellent choreographers
Jean spent a year travelling as tox, Jean's ex-husband, is known
Matt to ,come and play with
taught Russell Curry who is at Jerry Robbins and_Bob Fosse. I a soloist throughout Europe. to be one of the best free style
Brad," she said. "Isn't Jean
present the leading ballroom hope your readers are old, they'll "That's when I did a French jazz performers and teachers in
fascinating. Jean. you must tell
appreciate the names of some of Review with Chevalier," she the world. "Two-thirds of jazz
dancer in Massachusetts.''
her about working in Las Vegas
said, "but I was more concerned practiced today is of Matt's
It was in Hollywood, just six these people.
with Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis
"But my God," she said, with seeing Europe. I was very technique," she said.
months after her graduation
:rnd Sammy Davis Jr. when you .
Jean's career as a performer
from high school, that Jean had wipir:ig her brow, "it was lucky that when I returned I was
have time."
her big break into the tiresome work. We were working able to fall back into the work ended after her third son, MatThere wasn't enough time to
thew, was born, and she began to
professional
world
under the same routines, 7 hours a day, routine, just by calling up all the
sufficiently cover the fascmating
everyday, for months ... but who old contacts and letting them teach.
.
choreographer Niko Charise.
She has lived in New Hamp- career of Jean Mattox.
"At that time, anyone who was cares when they're_young?"
know that I was back .

HEALTH FEE

SENIORS:
DID YOU OR YOUR PARENTS
PAY THE HEALTH FEE FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER? IF YOU
DON'T KNOW FOR SURE, CHECK
WITH
THE
HOOD
HOUSE
CASHIER. THE HEALTH FEE IS
PAYABLE EACH SEMESTER ..
PAYMENT OF $10 BY JAN. 30, 1978
CAN SAVE YOU $50, $100, $200 IN
HEALTH CARE EXPENSES. IF
YOU DID NOT PAY IT YOURSELF
SINCE JAN .. 1ST, DON·'T ASSUME
THAT IT HAS BEEN PAID BY
SOMEONE ELSE. CHECK WITH
THE HOOD HOUSE CASHIER
TODAY.

LAST CHANCE EVER FO
YEARBOOK PICTURES -

.SIGN-UPS FOR APPOINTMENTS:
Now till Feb. 3
you must sign up for an appointment

Granite Office Room 125 MUB
Monday - Friday 10-3
862-1280
Pictures include AT LEAST 6 color proofs
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The brigade from PKA rides

•
in

style

FIRE ENGINE

Jan. 31 - Feb. 22

continued frorn page 2

OPEN RUSH
Tues. Jan. 31 - Downtown

(Acacia, ATO, Kappa Sigma)
Wed. Feb. 1 - Strafford Ave.

(AGR, PKA, TKE)
Thurs. Feb. 2 - M(ldbury Rd.

(SAE, Sigm~ Beta, Sigma Nu, Phi Mu Delta)

ALL MEN INVITED
8,:00-10:00 P.M.
Sponsored by I.F.C.

they found· eight old trucks for
sale within 30 miles of Durham.
They ·finally purchased their present truck last November from
the fire d~partment fo Eliot, Me.
"When it went up for auction
we put in a sealed bid. When they
opened the bids, ours was the
highest so we got it," said Leethe.
Leethe would not disclose exit.
actly how much PKA paid for the
engine, explaining it would be
for "alumni relations when we
could have used the money for
new showers or something,'' but
did say the engine was worth
about $2,000.
"It's not easy to replace parts.
· The engine is thirty years old so
most of them have to be made
specially now. We have to treat
it like an oltl lady,'' saitl L~ellle.

According to Leethe, the top
speed the engine will go is 47
mph "but we never exceed 30
around town.
"Its first real o_uting_~~s to the
U-Mass game last fall. We haa

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TOWORK·

about 100 people tailgating on it,"
said Leethe.
"We had to take it out of town
for two days after the game because we have no vandalism insurance. People rip off the
license plates every time we
leave- them on over night," said
Leethe. The truck is insured for
collision.
''The police seem to have this
idea that we are a bunch of crazy
drunks out riding around on the
truck. Usually we're not drunk
at all,'' reassured Leethe.
'.'The engine's great, everythmg works. Want to go for a
ride?" he asked.
Ou~side, Leethe brushed about
(our mches of snow off the hood
Iffteo it and sprayed· the carburator with ether.
"This engine's great. Last
Friday it was the only thing we
could get out of the parking lot
and we had to go down to Jodi's
to pick up five kegs. They
wouldn't deliver, in the snow"
satdLeethe.
'

·ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

If you're a degree candidate who would like to embark .o n a futureoriented scientific or engineering career. then consider the United States
Air Force. It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
Completion of our three-month Officer Training School nets you an
officer's commission and launches you into a career that's gearJ?d for
tomorrow. Our equipment is among the finest. our working conditions are excellent. and our benefits package unmatched. Find out
about a space age service from your nearest Air Force recruiter.
Bill '.\J.;icallister
U1n-er, N.H.

Phone: i-t2-:li:16

"Ready Made Copy-Same Day Service."
A great way of life.

_Sitting inside the c~ and _revving the engine, Leethe said,
"We're really lucky, most of the
_old engines had open cabs and
they were pretty chilly.''
Grinding gears, Leethe backed
the engine out of the parking lot
and onto Strafford A venue.
"The thing's a beast to drive,"
he said, struggling with the steering wheel.
As the engine wheezed in the
cold, Leethe ground the gears into first and we started down the
street.
Approaching the first intersection Leethe said, "Oops, no
brakes. I guess I'll have to pump
them up."
The tru_c ! stopped abol!t halfway into the intersecti_on, probably to the horror of the drivers
-of the on~9.ming cars.
The truck did stop at the next
intersection. Leethe ground the
gears and turned the corner. The
policeman standing on the corner
just shook his head.
Driving through downtown
Durham, the hitchhikers put
their thumbs down and just
stared.
"I can drive straight through
downtown without having to stop.
People always pull over or slam
on their brakes to give me the
_
right of way,'' said Leethe.
"Do you ever run the lights
and sirens'?" a passenger asked.
''Oh that's illegal " said
Leeth~.
'
"Well, do you ever do it?"
''Ya,'' replied Leethe smiling.
"I think having the engine is
good because it gets University
enthusiasm up for football
games,'' said PKA member Paul
Driscoll.
"We had a big budget that we
had to get rid of for tax purposes
so we bought another engine,''
said Driscoll.
"We really don't feel the fire
engine will increase our rush exposure. That's not our whole purpose,'' said Stu Damon.
''The purpose is to provide a
sense of unity,'' said Greg Pope.
"It makes our fraternity part
of the community,'' said Damon.
"It even puts out fires," added
Scott Severance.

classified ads
for sale
FOR SALE: Fischer President skis. ALU
Steei. l!J5 cm. with Geze Top Star bindings.
GOOD CONDITION. INTERESTED? Contact James S. Shassen, 118 Locust St. Apt C.
Dover. N.H., or call 862-2732 at lunch time.
Pr:icc: $~-_00 or swap for snow shoes. 1/ 27
~~~~\tfi~ .: $~~n~~rb::r~~fe~ti~~~eiA?of~~~
lion call 868-2549, anytime after 5:00. 1/27
OVEN - Table & top broiler/ baker, perfect
for dining haH blues or sm'lll shanties .
Price
negotiable.
Mark
86l\-5: .
GUITAH - Gibson SG!OO. 2 Gibson Pickups
grover machines, hard shell-lined case. Call
M_a rc 868-:1_108 }~QO- ;1Ll_O __ __ _ . _ __
1

Fol- Sale: Ladies R,ieker ski boots size
7M . Leather with metal buckles. Excellent
condition. $20.00 or best qffer . Call Mary
659-5230 PM or weekends. 2110
For Sale: AKC Siberian huskies 11 weeks
old, shots. Call Mike 664-2068. 2/3
CAR STEREO AM-FM 8 track in dash
like new, used only a few months $120
new, asking $60, call Tony 868-5173. 2/10
Minolta XE-7 35mm camera, Auto .exposure
ele<'lmp.ir shutter. With Fl.4, , 50mm Jens
One year old $260.00. Also have other lenses.
.
·
Call Nick. 659-2117 . 2/10
REEL to· REEL - Sony_ model T(::-560DA
w/ auto reverse. Runs well. Asking :i;lin.
_8q_9, Christianse!1_11 i,_ 2-1978 or 868-9839 2/ 3

For Sale: --fwo WW studded snows A78-13
112,000 mil $30/pair. One ww, A78-i3 (5 000
mi), $15. Both fit Toyota Corolla . Call
742-4858 2/3
Compact refrigerator, perfect for dorms.
2 yrs old. Same as those rented on Campus
for $50/year. For $60 cltou can own one. ·
Tom 964-5334 aroun 6 p.m . Will deliver.

iJi1J
I

FOH SAL[<~: Nikonos ll underwater camera.
Takes 1wod oiclures even if vou never use
'i ; ~mderwater . $175 .00 742-4106 keel> trying
T\'l'EWRJTER . - Manual° !llivetti Portalile
asking $2,-,.oo Call Bar~ara at 868-!lf_i50. 2/_7 _

Women's White Stag stretch ski pants. Over
the boot racing style. Royal Blue. Brand
new size 12 < 13/ 14> $15.00 Martha. Stoke
241 2-113:l ._J/31 ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __________ _
1966 YW CAMPEH 131 JS Factory camper
w/ pop-top. fold-out double bed roof rack
front tire mount. seats 5. 2 fold-out tables:
etc . NO RUST. _ new: starter. battery,
h'encrator. front tires . 1gml1on switch - engirw compll'tely rebuilt :io.ooo miles ago.
$67:> Call 8fi1HJ8:11. Ask for Mark. '2/:l
Bi·_itollllICil :i I<:n~ydopPdia $475.00 origii1al
pnc<' was 0V<'r $700.00 Excellent condition.
Also: l!J7:I V.W . Van in goorl Ponrlitinn
$1700. Wr:ite: Chris Kushner, 57 Silver
St., Waterville, fylaine 0490]. 2/7
Hrand ne11 Oriental rug! Handwoven·: pure
x 6 ft. Call 742-!l461. Asking

$~~~\fz/·

Electrophonic stereo · : AMiI<'lvf. -8-l'rack
player_/ recorde_r. :!-way speakers. Excellent
1
1
,~)~le2~;~~i2-mr 1h.? price •:i 25 ·
H>R SA1:1<~ · 1969- r'o-rd Econoline· VanVB Automi.ilic · trans. - heavv duty suspension · 4 good tires - $950 or nearest
offer-t:l6-185! Make an offer!! 2/10
F<Hl SALt: ·Exerdsc bicycle. Scar's 'cfeit.ixe
model. ,H ardly wsed. St•lls for $BO in latt·st
sale catalog . Will sell tor $50. 742-4106
k<•ep trying 2/7.
_ _
_ ...
_
~.

pre-paid class ad form

~~:W~\

TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

cars for sale

-------------------- ----------- PLEASE PRINT

_____

- - ·---- _...,_

MUST BE PREPAID

Maximim number of runs~ 6.

Ttilephone numbe1s and d~tes count as ,,ne word; hyphenated wonii count

as two.

Mist.akts on our part merit one additional run.

Aml end.:
Make cheeklp'1yable to:

TO RUN

The

New Hampshire, Rm. l~l,_ Memorial

I!/7-t_ bC'igC' .Jeep_ J-:m :l/ -4 ton pickup autotransn11ss1011 . pm\'{'I' ;;teerin~. 4-wlH'PI
tffi:iJ:i~~t~M3!)00. Call 664-7794 after

TIMES.

Union.

1965 Chrysler Newport sedan, 8 cyl, a.t.,
4 dr, . ps, pb, radio, very good r~nning
cond1tion; $500 or best offer; 868-5425. 2/14

for rent
Room space for rent. Located just off
campus on Strafford Ave. at Alpha Gamma
Rho Frat. Call 868-9859 or 862-1306. 2/14
.

roommates
One roommate wanted to share large two
bedroom apartment in Dover. Four miles
from campus on Kari-van route. Rent:
90.00 per month plus utilities. Call 659-5122
anytime and leave message. 1/31
Female roommate wanted: Luxury apt. in
Dover on the Kari-van route. Own room
w/w, kitchen & laundry facilities. Excelleni
location - No Pets - rent $125/mo. Includes
_- ~_ei,If older student. Call Nancy
9 33

~m

IWOMMATE
WANTEIJ:Non-smoking
female to share apt. in Dover . Own bedroom, on Kari-Van _route. $100/month_ plus
ulil1t1es . c:all 749-2~45 af_t_e r 6:09p.ll) . .?l;J_
Roommate wanted 2nd semester. Rye Beach
$75 per month I includes heat I ca If 4:31 8!/8:l
2/_7

services

Typing - 65¢ per page. Caren, Devine 232
2-1062 or 868-9703. 1727
.
TYPING of theses, resumes, reports, corres. pon_d ence, on _IBM Correcting Selectric.
For Sale - 1969 .Ford Econolim• Van - V8
ch01ce of style/pitch, by experienced business
autolllatie trans. He.iv~· duty suspension .
teacher /secretary. Fast , efficient, reason4 good tires $!f>0 or nea rpst offer 4'.!6-18:il
able.
dependable. Call Diana Schuman
Makl' an ol'fC'r 1 1 2/7
University Secretarial Associates 742-4858'.
2/14
'
1966 VW Bug 30 ,000 miles on a · rebuilt
engine. Needs body work, but runs very
well. $150.00. Call Any 868-7446. 2/10
TYPING - L<'IIC'rs. Rusi11nes. l{cports. TheS('S 20 yrs. exp. 7·l!)-2(i!12. 2/ 10
1970 VW squareback. Radial tires new
shocks gr~at in snow, 28 MPG. $60'0.oo or
Sl ' l\1:\11-:H
.JOBS Gl l,\J{:\:\TEED OH
best offer. Call Skip 207-439-2812 <Kittery
:\IO:',;EY BA<'K. Ni\TIO"-·s L,\i{GEST
PU 2/10
DIHE< "J'OHY .
Ml:\:ll\ll 1J\.I
FIFTY
EJ\.ll'LOYEHS / STATK IM'LUl>ES MASTFOR SALE - 1970 yellow 2 door Maverick
EH .\l'l'LIC\TION . O'.'JLY $:! Sl M l'HOICE
3 speed automatic, recent work - new wheel
BOX fi-1:i. STATE COLLE<;E . PA . Hi80!.
cy_linder. Snows, good gas mileage, 94,000
'1.: 'i'
m_Iles, start t~lkmg at $275. Call 659-2896. 2/10
11_1,illl'

FIRST L~SERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.SO _ror each 15 wordsextrL
EA6H CQNS1':<;UTIVE INSERTION: $.25

l!J72 C-20 CHEVY PICK-UP: :1/-t ton w/250
(icyl. cngin(•. blue. Fleetsidc. 8' hed . bodv
has no rust w/_fPw bumps. llea\'y duly suspensipn w/~oil Springs. Heavy duly clutch
1same as W/:l08J._ Heavy duly step bumper
w/ball. AM rnd10 wino Interior extras.
Brand new front tires w /s nows on rear.
A solid buy for a firm $1 .700. Ask for Ben
207-967-5572._21:1

1971 Dodge Sportsman Maxiwagon - 12
passenger, 45,000 miles. 862-2145. Around
noon. 2/7
·
VW's engines and bodies - Rarts or whole '68 fastback, '69 squareback. Engines rebuilt.
Interiors excellent. Bodies so-so. Cheap.
After 6pm call 664-93811/27

s·o:m.
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Do you and your hair have the blahs when you take your
· ski cap off? Perhaps it's time to think of a body wave. We
ha·'ve the very best products_ available at a price you can
afford.
- -

UNH's W oIDen's Clinic satisfies IDost
CLINIC
continued from page 3

Assistant to the Director of
Health Services David Regan
said "I have heard of only two
kinds of complaint~ about the Women's Clinic--problems with appointments and a complaint in a
letter to the.Editor in The New
Hampshire."
In the Dec. 2 issue of The New
Hampshire a patient of Dr. Stevenson's complained the doctor
was tardy and pompous, did not
listen to her and was not concerned with her as a patient.
According to Bamberger the
patient requested a procedure
that would take longer than the

doctor had.
"Almost everyone who comes
Steven said, "The patient was to the clinic comes because of a
unreasonable. She wanted a two friend's referral. You have to go
part procedure operated in one a long way to find a physician
part. I would have been dange- as concerned for his patients as
rous to do so in the time I had to Dr. Stevenson,'' he said.
work with her. Another appoint-·
Stevenson said, "We could set
ment ·could have been easily set up our clinic as a mill type of
up."
treatment where there is no partStevenson said he welcomes icular personal attention. I prefer
-student input and would listen to to set up the clinic as if it were
legitimate criticism. Last year a private practice where the
Stevenson conducted a survey patient is treated like an indiviconcerning patients' satisfac- dual. I'm criticized since I can't
see as many patients."
tion with the clinic's service.
"I looked for suggestions and
Stevenson said he finds ''the
criticism but all the surveys re- young people interesting and inturned positive,'' said Stevenson. vigorating."
.!
According .to Regan the clinic
"It's been an interesting part
gives "top notch care."
of my career,'' he said.

Hours
M-S
9-5:ao .
PHONE- 868-7051

,.•.............................~·
♦

Welcome Back

SALE
LEVI'S MOVIN ON CORDS

·2/$10
Levi's Flannel Shirts
Levi's _C hambray Shirts
Levi;s Fleece-lined
Denim Jackets
All Gauchos
Levi's Men's Turtlenecks
Down Jackets
Levi's For Feet

CAREER&COUNTRY
The Navy offers challenging Special Training Programs and Scholarships
that can change your entire outlook on life. Current openings include:

eBUSINESS MANAGEMENT

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

12.so:
9.~9:
♦
♦

34.99:

50% off:
12.00:
♦
30% offt
20-50% off;
♦

GAIN.A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREER
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR COUNTRY

•ENGINEERING

1

~

•MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS

•AVIATION
•SURFACE LINE
eAND OTHERS
Interviews by appointment on campus Feb. 6. See your Career
Placement Officer for additional information.
For additional information call ( 617) 223-6216 or write to Navy Officer
Programs,NRD Boston,575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 ·

MEN'S DENIM & CORDS

i

t
f

LEVI'S

!:-

if

BODY & SOLE

$12.50

•:••

42 Main Street

.•

• Durham, New Hampshire

:

••·

·•····························••~

---classified ads--help wanted

lost & found

ENJOYABLE JOB: caring for 3 month old
boy in his home. 2 or 3 days a week .
Flexible hours to suit interested person.
Transportation can be provided. Call 742-7636
campus area.1/31
Work study job available. Teacher assistant
needed at Children's Workshop. Call Cathy:
868-2920 davs 659-5826 evenings. 1/31
Wanted: Enthusiastic, motivated, openminded, creative individuals interested in
. living in the heavenly environment of the
Creative Arts Mini Dorm. For more info
call David at 2-1523 or 868-9667 by Jan. 29th.
1/27

Lost Pendelton green plaid scarf in Area
of College Corner and St:orpio·s. Very important if found pl~ase c<_:111_8ti8-!:171 l. J[:li

L,;dies "Se~:tl1r~ugh tops ... 3.50 P.r/hour.
Plu:,; tips Attractive women Please inquire.
Back art tavern Kittery. MC'. Please call
f!l!:..fil2QI. 4:l!J-2!!20 2/7 __._

QUESTIONNAIRES
ABOUT
SOCIAL
PROBLEMS need.to be scored by work-study
student. Number & scheduling of hours quite
flexible throughout semester.Leave name &
phone no. for Leon Swartzendruber at Dept.
of Psych, 862-2360 2/3

T~·o WOrk~Sfucty· --siud"entS

lleeCfecf- J·Or

research on invertebt:.;.1le population and
community ecology. Hours al the Jackson
Estuarine Labralory to be arranged. Contact Drs. Ned Hatfield. 862-2175, Robert
Crokcr,862-2100. 1/27 ___ -·-· ·-· __ _
Experienced waiters and waitresses desired
at Squire Wingate's in Stratham, N.Ii.Please
call 772-951!! or 772-2771 for appointment.
Other kitchen and dining room positions
liV~ila.!2_~ also. 1/31
_ _
COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS seeks qualified counselors
for 90 member camps localed N. Eastern
U.S. July and August. Contact: Association of Private Camps, 55 West 42nd St..
New York, N.Y. 10036 <212> 736-6595. 2/10
Laboratory A,id-Must be work-studv {!ligible. F'or details contact R.E. Graber at
8bll-!J6Y7 ·.t.:x·. 26 JJurham Forestry Sciences
Laboratory 1/ 27 ____________ _

wanted
NAZZ! I want to buy the NAZZ albums
1Todd Rundgren) Willing lo pay good price
for albums m good shape. Also will pay
t9!a_pe_.. ~1)_l(~V_!!l_§!_2:l7_~20_[ 868-968_4. 1/27 :
WANTED! A few interested reople to fill
spaces in the Personal Devefoi,ment Mini
Dorm. !<'or more info. please contact Kevin
at 2-1732 or 868-9684 before Jan. 29. 1/ 27
WANTED TO BUY used pair of cross-country skis length not important. Reasonably
priced. Wnle Tess Everett Gen . Del. Dur!iam . 1/31 __
_

Lost -key chai;;-~hich ~~ads: "W-h-er_e_a_r_e
all the broads''. Please contact Kirk 868-5495.
1/31 Reward! A pair of prescription sunglasses
in a red vinyl case were lost during the
first week of the semester, on campus
or on Main Street. If found call 868-2962 .
2/14
Lost - 2 dogs - a yellow labrador, male, 8
months old and a Golden Retreiver, 12 years
old, male.,__ in Mill Road - Packers Falls
Rd. area. tteward 659-5190. 1/31
·
Lost: a red hat (fpm,:ilp'"l nf <>nanr,, _tvn<>
material, . betwe~JJ. th~ F..L~Ld House aJJ.d
Spaiif.Jing. Means a lot to me. PLEASE 1£
ll nas oeen wuna, call Linda at 868-5864
1/27

LOST: Pair of -square-framed glasses in cl
~~~; ir~~ 8loth case. Call Karen 868-9707,
5
1
LOST: German Wirehaired Pointer, Male,
Medium Sized Dog, Grey with Brown Spots.
REWARD. Call 868-7075. 1/31

rides
HELP! I need a ride to Hampton Tuesday
& Thursday mornings at 12:30. Will share
expenses. Call 926-3665. 1/27
Ride needed roundtrip from Durham area
to Concord every Friday. Will share gas,
etc. PLEASE CONTACT Shay 868-5479 aTter
5:00. 1/31
DESPERATELY NE~D ride 10· Mand1ester
every Tues. or Thurs . morning lo get to
field placement ... will share gas. Please call:
Ju_tjy 86_8-?.Q.!i1Llf17.

M&S. You gu~s! I just want to tell you one
thing, how cillout cooking up a storm at the
Cape! M&M.1/Z'l
Come sit upon' an ant hill! Join the Red
Anl:5, Blue Angels, Schmitlo, Zappa 's and
White Ants - urute together. Sqwshiilg never
kills Red Ants it orily makes them · more
defensive. Any person expressing genuine
desire to join please notify - put in a personal.
AntFever. 1/Z7
Debbie <DooblaJ - I've found what I was
looking for - you. Let's start enjoying life
again - to~ether. Listen to "How Deep is
Your Love' and "Calypso" they say '1 Care'.
Let's fill up our senses with smiles and more
lovin. Hugs and kisses. LOVE FOREVER !
Jeff.1/Z7
Succulent young wenches._ start your semester
off with a oang by adding 1-'HED 999, Advanced
Ecstasy, to your_ sche<lule. Hours arranged
between 1:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. Tagleam
teaching by Professors Gus and Reno. tonight's topic is "Nirvana In Ten Seconds".
Add cards are available at 2-1298. l/Z7
All girls interested in entering the Dance
Marathon at the MUB on Feb. 3, 4, and 5
~dc~~~?~e~fi \~~
:r,rb~~~~~
Lord ) Tel. 862-1636 or 868-9715. As soon as
possible. NO JOKE. We're going to win! 1/31
Princess - The time has .come to take a

4V:i:tf5

t~

:~~~~h!~~ot~°::1t~~~ wchJ::1~ita!e
!m._
Jen, Happy Birthday. You're not as old as
you think; you'll never be that old so don't
worry. Nance, Tom, Tom's not the only one
with grey hair! 1/24

Happy Birthday Lori Belle' May your little
green bucket follow you all through your
life. Have another beerSayou're too drunk.
~~~~\~Is of Love:
ndy, Joanne, and

Tom-I'm wicked sorry about your newspapei:, an~ fr!)m now on I'll take special care
m dehvermg 1t to room 437. 1/27

-· -- ~·- ___..,.
Ill' \ (;1gl,i<'1·· llll\r·s Iii<' at ,8 !\l;;rlbun·
l{o;,d·: Pl;,,·<•d all\ i>,1('kga11ll11011 J;;t('I\ ·: ·1

MOM--Happy Birthday on the 29th. Hope you
and Dad make it to the Hyatt this year. Love,
Jayne. 1/27
·

__

nii:-s ,·011 i11t1t·lil,· ;,nrl 11isli ,011 l'llllid Ill'
lil'l 1' iii Sp.;111 to 1•11.111.1 ;ill I lu· 'p1·n·1•rh 11 itli
11H' Turnl'd ;i11, lnl1'111•r,- 1,.t<'h ·: I Ion'
,UJt.l mis~ ~011 mud1ly Lorn 112, ·
ti..\l'l'Y BIHTIII>,\\' .Jl·:\'.\11•'1':I{ 11:\LL'
t hO!Jl' t h,tl t lw p;; rt~· is ii hiµ su1·1·1•:,;,.
("011gr;;ts on 111,;king_ thl' ski lt'it(II Scl' ~·ou

al

ii l',illlp

llll'l't 111g

(,ll('SS \\

ho 1 ' .

ATI'E.NTION GAMBLERS!! HORSERACING
AT NITE OF SIN, Friday, February 10 in
the MUB . Be there from 7:30- 1:00. 2/3
Blackjack, Roulette, Craps, ·Coffee -house,
Novelties, Food & Entertainment. Where's
it all happening? Al Greek Nite of Sin, Fri.
Feb. 10 in theMUB. Don't miss it! 2/10
Carrie - Are you going to dance the whole
48hrs.? 1/'n - - - - - - - - - - -- Onlv a nerd would miss Greek Nile of Sin,
Di9fil'.,X_e]!r!!.arv 1.Q..in tl!e MUB. Potsie. 2/3
Hi Lor, Although you're no Rand McNally
and beer costs $2.45 a six in Maine, you'll
always be •I. Happy Birthday and cookin'
uwav 1 Scott. J/Z7 - -~=======
Thank you for- the gift, Elrod(you nerd) and
Dan! Good times ahe..d. Thanks. The lovesick crafts school Carolinian and partying
pal.1/27
Dear Pat, Happy Anniversary. Love Kevin's
guardian Angel. 1/27

Dee-It's good to have you back. 1/27

I ALWAYS LOVE MY MOMMA and Momma's favorite boy will be doing his part for
the Dance Marathon, will you be doing your
part? Signed Mrs. Bean's son Rick. 1/27
To Vicki. mv California Corresoondent: Received your letter! A decision rs soon coming
on SJJ this sprmg. My :i; says no out the
heart says GO--I'm getting sick of this NH
snow! Will call soon. Yours at the U.--The
Pres. 1/27

and.••

llorse drawn sleigh rides. Excellent for
frats .. Sororities or groups. Contact Richard
Rm :l:l7 2-1619 or Les Baraen 332-0082. 2/14
LIKE MONEY? FREE Carving Guide~ will
,f5~u !/~re money. Employed girls call
2
Help- the Campaign ·to- Save .Tlurl'rees.
When you purchase a Whaler or Whopper
at Burger King and hand them the "Replace
Our Trees coupon <Jan. 20 Issue of New
Hampshire), Burger King will donate 25¢
to the Save Our Trees campaign. Onlv
youcanhelp~ l/27
------· · ____ ·

~iJ~

("IJNT,\('T LJ:o:NS \\f<:,\Hr:HS : San•

('IJ\T.-\('T Lf<:'.\S Sl l'l'LY n:xri-:1'{
:;-1 1 E (';,nwll>,;ck

l'l1111•11i:--.

A1·1w11;; 8~11112 :! :1

personals
Stoke - Can you dance? Prove it Feb.
3, 4 & 5 at the Dance-a-thon.1/27
P.M. - (perfect) Welcome back. It's good
to see you again. I missed you. I missed
all the abuses. Love you, J.P. your U.S.D.Q.
1/27
Audj (alias R. Runni) have a Happy 19th
Birthday love "L". 1/27
Tg "my kids" and Williamson 340 - Thanks
for Halloween parties, snowball fights,
Bartholomew, stolen door knobs, bionicliair
jokes, 1976 Hall House Follies, the "Person"
campaign, Saturday Night, a birthday cake
in Uie aish room, "domg coffees", birdie
soup, and in general for making the last
two years worthwhile. Be good for Martin.
Love The Head Nurd. 1/21
STARDUSTERS! The Little Sisters of
Kappa Sigma invite all women to attend
a rush orientation meeting, Tuesday Jan. 31,
8:00p.m., in the Senate room at the MUB.1/31

Reach over ·1 0,000 people!
Advertise

lllOlll'\

on ~·m1r brand lli.lllH' ·h,i rd ,rnil so'tt i<•n·s
~llpplll'S . :wno 1or I n•e lilll~I 1',ill'll l'.llilll>K .

i
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•
comics

On Campus

Hoop
by Bob Finegold

r------~---~""I

NO WA'/1 Mft!ll.

:r

ON'TWANT TO
£ T'RIE'J> -S'r' ft
tJ Nc.H

~
()

----

~\o~t

or !>RtJ661£S.

-.-()

DSCA'R ..0.1>1

])oNOVAN1 \IOU
AREONP£R

••• AN~

'iou WILL

-g£ i"-R1El 1W A
JV R.'l OF '(ou lit
'f'EE~S.

ARR.HT FO'R
~MOKU46 ')OP£.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
l/5T&N TO THIS
ON/3. 1'Q{/!t) PRO
Ql/0: A POUCY
Of l!NKA0ff/AlllH
• TH/3 SOVl&T UNION.
A PRIJVcN V(JT/3(JeTT/:J<.., THIS., I/
\

!T's SOIJ-OFOell:NTe, SIR!
IAlrTH ALL [)(}&
R.&SP-£0; WE
N&W SOMe7}{1NG M~
Ci?&PIBl&/
/

All !<JG/IT, IIOW
ABOUT 7Hl5 ON/3?
'WEO-!SOLATIONISM:
fll<ST PION/3ER/3[)
O{JRJNGTHc HM!)-

ING YEARS, 7H/S
r/N& POllCY IS..

11

"

IJN!))OR!<ABLE!
ANACfllifJNIST!C! NOT
RE5PONSIV&
TO lll&NW
/NTfRNATIONAL. 0 ~ !
/

ITS NOT
YO/I R&AUY
HAV& YO/JR. IIEAR.T 7HATMIJCH
513T ONA 6L08Al- MORE !3XV!SION, OON'T
YOU, ZBIGGY?

~-------

~

\

PGNSIV&J
SIR .. J

/ <~~
~

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
HCXXJf~-~

1-l~ MAKIN 'TAAi RJOR PU~
5P6MD ~V~RY NIGUT AND EVE:RY
IN!-K>L.E WEEKENE7 IN JAIL. .

.,r~

LO\IT •Tit... lUG

ACLU

~,_IS

collegiate crossword
49 Prefix: height
11 Slovenly
50 Baseball positions 12 More shabby
(abbr.)
·
13 Ancient Egyptian
"The Dark at the
51 Horse used in
symbol
I
Top of the -- "
15 Stylish
racing
7 Like blood fluid
17 Miss Fields
52 You: Ger.
13 fever
23 Blow one's ·
~3 Stage-door c~owd
14 Like a rosebush
-24 Comforts
(2 wds.)
16 Rubberneck (2 wds.)
29 Accost
58 Record players
18 Sports-minded
30 Actress Schneider,
59 Young girls
(abbr.)
et al.
60 Wandering
19 Water 31 Sailor's assent
61 Puts up
20 Dutch colTITlune
32 Equivoque
21 Map abbreviation
34 Card game
22 See eye
DOWN
35 NFL coach Don, and
23 Trucks, for short
I Sink a ship
family
25 Tavern brew
2 Native of North
36 Disprove
26 Writer Anais
37 Lifting machine
Carolina
27 Records
3 Onassis, for short 38 Summarize
28 European capital
4 Two of three little 39 Peeved (3 wds.)
32 Dessert item
words
40 Acts as judge
33 Rogers and Clark
5 Iterate
41 Exit
34 Dark red
payments
43 Meal
6
Periodic
35 Connive
7
Author
of
"Confes47 Hungarian composer
38 Hockey seating area
42 "Poppycock!"
sions of Nat Turner"48 Uneven
43 Suffix for child
8 Inquisitive inter- 54 Hockey superstar
jections
55 Suffix: land area
44 Opposite of pos.
9 Deer
56 . Mr. Nessen·
45 Platoons
46 School, in Paris
10 Pay dirt
57 L.A. campus
ACROSS

© Edward Julius, 1977
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W onien reniain _u nbeaten
Our 8th Year • Now at 2 Locations
Beaver College and Cornell University

MONTESSORI i~~~~:~ Training
APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN MOtHESSORI SOCIETY
?ummer Academic Program from June 28 to August 16 , 1978, to
be followed by a nine month internship . AERC0/lthaca Program
conducted on the campus of Cornell University and AERCO/Phila .
Program conducted on the campus of Beaver College . For
information and brochure , call or write registrar.

AERCO Montessori Teacher Training Program
Ms . Carol Korngold, 25 Roxbury Road . Scarsdale NY 10583
Phone (914)472-0038 or (215)AD3-0141-42

WOMEN,
continued from page 20
Kathy Bryant opened the scoring in the first period just a· minute
and a half into the period on a centering pass from Griffith.
White scoretl less than three minutes later and Bryant followed
with her second at 5: 14 to give UNH a 3-0 edge at the end of the first
period.
The Eagles got a goal to break the shutout when a loose puck was
deposited behind Nystrom..
~~he~ it was_ time for the _Bryant and White act to start up again.
Thi~ time 'Yhite scored twice and Bryant once as they finished up
their hat tricks. It was the second hat trick for Bryant in as many
games. Her last was against Dartmouth last Saturday.
Wendy Larson got her. first goal of the season at 5:43 to give the
Cats a 7-1 lead and definite control of the game.
Tomorrow, the ·womeri host a tough Providence team which will
try to avenge an earlier season loss and attempt to spoil UNH's unbeaten streak. Game time is 7 p.m.

ANALYSIS
continued from page 20
The Cats have lost practically all
the confidence they held in themselves at the outset of the year.
Since losing to Springfield
College early in the year, the
players ' self-images have slowly
sunk lower and lower. "Losing to
Connecticut (82-63) put a lot of
pressure on us to beat
Springfield,'' said Laskaris.
"Losing that game was as low as
we could get.''
"The thing now is a matter of
confidence and concentration,
and the way things are going for
us is hurting both, '' said . cocaptain Tom Cavanaugh.
Dufour, the team's leading,
scorer with 197 points, hasn't
started in seyeral games. His
situation is the epitome of the
coHfusion and lack of confidence
on the club.
"It bothers me a great deal,"

Ile salll. ' T m tr_y iug a~ hdu..l

a;:,

I

can. I'm working harder than I
ever have in practice. I try to
give 100 percent whenever I'm
out there. I'm really upset about
the whole thing."
·
The Dufour case points t-0 a
lack of communication between
players and coaches.
"In Dufe's case, I'm just trying
to take a little of the pressure off
him," said Friel. "I can't argue
about what who likes, I'm more
worried about all the players, not
just who's starting where."
Laskaris, who has not been
playing well of late, has been on
the bench frequently as well.
"Peter's situation is a personal
one," is all Friel would say . ."It's
a question of priorities, and it's
better left alone. ' '
Laskaris led the Wildcats last
season in both scoring and
rebounding. Against Boston
University this year, he became
the seventh leading scorer in
UNH history as he broke the 1000career point barrier. He is
presently second in scoring for
the Cats with a 11.1 points per
game average behind Dufour.
"We just don 't have the confidence to ~eep going, " said
Laskaris. "We slack off late in
the game. We don 't work at the
things that got us either close to
or into the lead. I know that's how
I feel. You don't stay with the
type of game you used to get you
where you are.''
Dufour thinks the Cats don't
have that ''killer instinct."
"Maybe when we're way out in
front, we say, 'We really don't
want to blow you out, so we'll let
you back in.' Then, in a game like
Northeastern (UNH lost, 71~0),
when we pull close, we might say,
'Well, we've done a good job getting back into the game, so that's
it'."

Although there are physical
deficiencies on the club, the
problems faced by- the UNH
basketball team appear to be
genuinely mental. Mental difficulties often give rise to the
physical problems. Doubt seems
to pervade on nearly every move
they make on the court.
For example, the biggest area
of physical deficiency the club
has struggled with has been poor,
inconsistent shooting. Dufour explained how a mental factor can
come into play in such a facet of
the game.
"The coaches are always
telling us to take good shots,'' he
said, "but we don't know what a
good shot is. If a fifteen footer
goes in, it's a good shot. If it
doesn't, it's a bad one. So we
come down the floor and hesitate-'Is this a good shot?' It's affecting me, Keith (Dickson), Tommy Cavanaugh, and many
others. The coaches have to have
confidence in us within the
framework of the system.''
, It is difficult to place the blame
on a specific individual when.the
problems are as deep as these.
The coaching staff can be held to
task for perhaps incorporating a
system that is not in concert with
the personnel available. The
players can be charged with not
producing against teams which
are ohvsically inferior.

ANAL \'SIS, page 7
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Vermont ski areas may he forced to raise rates
SKIERS
.
continued from page 3
case based on the precedent, but
to allow the caEe to be tried on its.
owninerits. ·
The resulting $1.5 million award
was the result of the jury trial,
said Moore.
According to Moore, the decision is now being appealed by
Stratton Mountain. A decision on
the appeal is not ·e~pected until
March or possibly even early
April.
Downhill skiing is a $100 million
industry in the state of Vermont,
said Moore.
If private insurance companies
pulled their coverage out of the
state of Vermont, the state's ski
resorts would be priced out of
business, he said. "Their competitive advantage would be
ruined."
An ski resorts presently get
their insurance from either the
American Home In:,urancc Com-

pany of Seattle, Washington or
Lloyd's of London, said Moore.
These insurance companies will
~ull out of the state if the $1.5
million award is upheld, he said.
Donald Hackle, attorney representing Stratton Mountain also
will not discuss the case until the
appeal has been completed.
According to Michael Gfroerer,
assistant insurance commissioner for the state of New Hamp-

shire, "The Stratton Mounta1n
case occurred in Vermont and
won't have any effect in New
Hampshire."
Moore said if the decision is
upheld a new precedent will be
established which will have considerable impact on the industry
asa whole.
If the appeal is decided in favor
of Sunday, persons injured in
other states can use that decision
as a basis to challenge the constitutionality of the laws in other
states which say that the skier
must bear- all- responsibility for
injuries incurred while skiing
downhill, said Moore.
According to the managers of
ski areas in New Hampshire.the
case is having an effect on· the
liability insurance rates in this
state and is contributing to a subsequent rise in the cost of lift
tickets purchased by skiers.
The rates for ski lift and lia1.Jility insurance for ski areas
managed by the state have gone
up 100 percent this year, according to William Carpenter, supervisor for the state division
of parks. The State of New Hampshire manages both Sunapee and
Cannon Mountain.
carpenter said, "It is impossible to relate the rise in ski insurance rates directly to the Sunday versus Stratton Mountain
case."

Ray Abbott, assistant manager
at Wildcat Mountain in Gorham,
N.H. said, "Insurance rates have
gone up considerably since the
decision (court decision in favor
of Sunday).''
Manager of. Sunapee Richard
Parker said he knew of no reason
other than the Stratton Mountain
·case.to have caused this increase
in insurance rates.
Bob Fries,· comptroller at Waterville Valley, said the insurance rates for Waterville Valley
went up a year ago after a ski
lift accident which occurred in
Vail, Colorado. He said Waterville's rates have actually gone
down this year due to a good accident experience record.
Sunapee, Cannon Mountain,
Wildcat Mountain and Waterville
Valley have raised _the price of
their lift tickets by $1.00 this year.
Abbott said the rise· in insurance rates was a contributipg
factor in bringing alJout Ule rise
in the price of lift tickets.
Car~nter said rise in iIM;urance rates is not the only factor influencing the rise in the cost
, of lift tickets at Sunapee and Cannon Mountain. He said inflation
has caused all their operating
costs to go up including fuel oil,
electricity and the cost of operating motor vehicles.
According to Parker, an adult
one-day lift ticket on a weekend

Whitehou~e -Opticians·, Inc.

ACADEMIC

Complete
Eyeglas8
Service
prescriptio'ns .Jille~, duplicated
~•me1 ~epaired - su~~lanes
Take the UNH Kari-Van to

RESEARCH

Dover Drug Building:
._ Broadway_, DoMr
,74·2-1744

unh

~

do that if the ski resort is liable
for any and all injuries incurred
while skiing.' '
According to Bob Fries the in. dustry-wide injury rate is three
per thousand. This is determined
by the number of people who use
the first aid stations, he said. Injuries include everything from a
bandage to serious breaks.
George Gohn, who underwrites
. the insurance for Lloyd's of London through Associates of Glens
Falls, Glens Falls, N.Y. said, he
cannot make any statement about the insurance industry's intentions until the appeal has been
decided. "You're not going to like
this," he said, "but I have no
comment."

·······························~
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costs $11 at both Sunapee and
Cannon Mountain.
Abbott said a weekend one-day
lift ticket at Wildcat Mountain is
$12.50. At Waterville Valley a day
pass costs $13 on weekends, said
Fries.
Carpenter said, ''The whole ski
industry is concerned about ·the
ultimate price to the consumer.
Nobody wants to see ski prices
go out of reach of the average
consumer, which could happen."
Moore said, "I think it is premature to be talking about a $25
lift ticket.''
The insurance companies need
to be able to estimate their potential liability to figure their
rates, said Moore. "They can't

Fri - Sat Chris Smither

SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR 210-l'AGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
LOS ANGELES, CA. 9007S

& Geoff Earthy
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$2.25 4-7: 30
Hoot 8-12

(213) 477-147 4

Tues-Wed Bill Morrissey
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u

Transfer
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Thursday, February 9
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Information Session

s

begins at 6pm Sunday

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Durham

-

Tickets: $4, UNH student&
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admission
On sale: MUB ticket office
10 a.m. -4 p.m., 862-2290
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Senate-Merrimack Room

H
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Cagers to take on
powerful Fairfield
By Tom L~nch
.
After fallm~ Tuesday mght to
Northeastern m Bo_ston, 71-60, the
UNH ~asketball Wildcats (now 413) will be at home Sunday a!ternoon _to fa~e the powerful Fairfield University Stags.
.
The number ~wo team .~n New
England b_e~rnd Pr.o\ildenC:e
Coll~ge, Fai~field, now 13-2, is
commg of wms. over Holy ~ross
and Iona. The Stags demolished
the former top-twenty Crusad~rs,
an~ downed Iona, a blossommg
nat10nal power, by two.
The Stag~ pre~ent an offense
based heavily on_ the fast break.
"The key to m~kmg the br~ak go
is Joe De_Sanhs," accordm~ to
UNH assistan_t co~c~ Dwight
Peter:,. DeSc:mh:,,_a

It,
UNH co-captain Tom Cavanaugh lunges for the ball during Tuesday's game at Northeastern.
The Huskies won, 71-66. (Art Illman photo)

gu~rd,

leads the tea~ with a 21.3 pomts
per game_scormgs average.
DeSanhs played on the same
hig_h school t~~m as UNH's John
Qumn, and,, is. a very st~?ng
penetrator, said Peters· . He
drives well to ~he hoop, and if he

NlT's n::1vP

(;:i li{!;lris,

who is

among the nation's top scorers,
led a:n scorers · in -the contest
,,ith 26 points, followed by
teammate Pete Harris who
threw in 21. UNI-I was led by Paul
Dufour with sixteen points in a
reserve role at guard.

UNH slopesters ready

~~opwo1nen
face UMPG
here, tonight
For the third time this season,
the UNH women's basketball
team will try to even its record.
Today the Wildcats will attempt
to make it 3-3 when they face the
University of Maine, Gorham at 4
p.m . in Lundholm Gymnasium.
Tuesday night, UNH played
three quarters of tight ball before
succumbing to Springfield
College, 69-56.
"We shot v~ry poorly," said
UNH coach Cecelia DeMarco.
The Wildcats shot 32 percent
from the field compared to the
Chief's 55 percent. UNH performed even worse at the foul line,
making only four of · 16 free
throws.
Oespit~ its shooting problems,
lJNH managed to keep the score
close through,mt most of the
game. With seven minutes
remaining, the Cats trailed by
four points. But Springfield took
over in the final minutes of play,
taking advantage of UNH foul
problems.
Freshman Patty Foster scored
13 points and claimed 12 rebounds
to lead all players in both
categories.
·

JUl'llOr

doesn't have the ball, he can set
up for the other people."
Fairfield's inside game is complemented by 6'10" center Mark
Young. Said Peters, "Young is a
very strong and physical player.
He's helped raise the team to
where they are.
"Right now, they're as tough as
URI," Peters said. URI romped
over UNH two weeks ago, 99-64.
"They don't have the talent or
depth of Rhode Island, but their
togetherness and execution make
them do it as a team."
In Tuesday's game the Cats
fell behind early, but kept the
Northeastern lead within six
points throughout most of the
game.

for the 'second half'

UNH's Howie Bean competed nationally in Anchorage
Alaska recently. (Fred Cart.er photo)

"I'm really pleased with the
By Paul Keegan
The UNH men's ski team will way we've skied so far," said
be competing regionally this Berton. ''I think we should be
weekend, in what coach Paul able to bump Middlebury to take
Berton called, "the second half of the number three position in the
the season."
east."
The alpine skiers will be at
Bean and junior alpiner Grover
Stowe, Vermont, the cross-coun- Daniels, this year's co-captains,
try racers will be at the Trapp are back after com9ining to take
Family Lodge in Vermont and eighth place in the NCAA's last
the jumpers will be at Middle- year in Winter Park, Colorado.
"Howie (Bean) has much betbury College.
"Counting training camp and ter back-up this year," said Berthe meets we were in during se- ton, in Cory Schwartz and Nat
mester break, our season is half- Lucy. And Grover (Dan~els) is
way over," said Berton.
dominant on the team, but Jeff
During the break, senior co- Nawrocki and Peter Middleton,
captain Howie Bean competed in both freshmen, have been
the
National
Cross-Country beating him."
Championships in Anchorage, ABerton said he hopes his team
laska and placed 15th in the 15 can better its eighth place finish
kilometer race, eighth in the 3Q of last year at the NCAA's. In
kilometers and third in the 50 addition, he said he believes three
UNH cross-country skiers, two
kilometers.
Bean, freshmen Cory Schwartz jumpers, and four alpine skiers
and Nat Lucy combined to place will qualify individually.
sixth in the Hanover and Putney
Berton said the carnival season
Relays behind the U.S. National will ·start a week from today at
the University of Vermont. The
team and the Darmouth squad.
Last weekend, UNH junior John important meet is the MiddleFulton finished in the top 20 in tl'ie bury Carnival and Eastern
Gunstock International, a meet Championships on February 24which attracted skiers from Nor- 25, when the eastern standings
way, Austria and the U.S. Nation- are decided.
al team.

UNH lcenten explode
with third period goals
HOCKEY
continued from page 20
checklng, particularly in the first
period. •·•we can't be intimidated "
said forward Ralph Cox, who
scqred a goal and assisted on
three others, including the game
winner by Frank Barth. "You 've
just got to hit back. When we did,
they just tired out - they didn't
· have it in the third period."
Cox, more then any other
player on the ice, had a big
night when it came to hitting .
Sometimes teaming up_ with another Wildcat, Cox left his mark
on seven different Big Green
players.
The story of the game, as it was
against Vermont, - (UNH won,
7-5), was the Wildcats' third
period play and goalie Mark
Evans.
Despite being outshot, 35-22 in
the game by the Big Green, UNH
played an explosive third period,
pumping in three goals past
goalie Jim Jankowski, while
shutting f the Dartmouth offense.
"We just wanted to hold them
coming into the third period,"
said Holt. "I didn't think we'd

get three goals.
"What we tried to do was control the game in the slots at both
ends of the ice. We did that, but
left too many rebounds (in front
of Evans).''
But when the Big Green shot,
Evans was there, making 32
saves on the night. "Mark had
some really key saves," said
Dartmouth head coach George
Crowe.
Evans' biggest save came in
the third_period with the Wildcats
ahead, 4-3. Mark Culhane, who
beat Evans in overtime to win
the Blue-Green tourney for Dartmouth last December, broke in
alone to Evans' right. As Culhane
closed in, Evans started to go
down. Culhane shot to the top
right corner of the net but Evans'
got his glove on it and deflected
it over the fence, out of play.
Minutes later, Fontas scored,
giving UNH a 5-3 lead. "We got
the momentum then," he said.
''We still got it.''
Frank Roy had a big night,
tallying two goals and two assists. After setting up Cox for the
first goal of the night, Roy pumped in two in the second period
to keep UNH even with Dartmouth.

Mark Evans does a split as he kicks out a shot during Wednesday's game
at Snively.
Evans shined again as the Cats defeated Dartmouth, 6-3. (Scqtt
Spalding photo)
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UNH football to go Division I-AA next fall
$180,000 for each game and the brown-paddle schools more than
By Paul Keegan
The UNH football team will be nationally broadcast games will anybody else," said Mooradian.
"Practically speaking, it's much
re-classified into Division I-AA as . bring $250,000 to each school."
Mooradian, who is on sab- ~asier to have all your sports on
of next fall under the new restructuring plan recently passed batical for the spring semester, the same level."
Mooradian said all the Yankee
by the NCAA, according to UNH represented the "brown paddle
Athletic
Director
Andrew schools" at the NCAA's yearly ·conference· schools -( Massachumeeting in early January. The setts Connecticut, Maine, Rhode
Mooradian.
Mooradian said the re- "brown paddle schools" are 1s1arict, Boston University and
classification will mean $180,000 those which have all the sports in Vermont are the others), Lehigh,
to the UNH athletic program Division I, except football, which Western Kentucky, Lafayette,
Bucknell, Delaware and Big Sky
·each time a UNH football game is is-currently in Division II.
"The pl_an actually helps _the and Ohio \'alley conference
televised and it will put all UNH
schools are a few which will be in
men's varsity inter-colJegiate
Division I-AA with UNH.
sports on the same level of com"There is no possible way to
petition.
have Yankee Conference schools
All the Yankee Conference
qualify for Division I-A (the
schools will be in Division I-AA,
hii{liest football division)," said
and the new set-up will not have a
Mooradian. He said there was
substantial effect on UNH's
some confusion in the press about
schedule,
according
to
this point, and he emphasized
Mooradian.
that Yankee Conference schools
"It is guaranteed that 14-lf
simply can't meet the criteria
Division I-AA games will be
established for bivision I-A.
televised over the the next twc,
Tho

year<- , " said Mooradian . "And

that does not include the semifinals and the finals of Division IAA, which also will be televised.
"The UMass-UNH game would
have been regio~11lly televised
this year if this plan were in effect," he said. "It wi!l mean

NCAA 'i;;:

ro ~lignmont

plans have been controversial
over the past few years. The big
time football schools < UCLA,
Notre Dame, Ohio State to name
a few) wanted autonomy and
wanted to break away from the
lfSS powerful Division I schools.

Andrew Mooradian

I

But the idea of an elitist
division came under fire from the
people who felt the big-time
schools would open the gate on
scholarships and recruiting and
become more professionalized
than they already are.
And the Ivy League schools objected because the criteria set up
for this elitist division, ·would be
impossible to meet. Hence, the
Ivies and small independents
such as Holy Cross would be
dropped to the less prestigious IAA.
A compromise was finally
reached this month after years of
debate. The high criteria of
Division I-A was lowered so that
the Ivies and such schools would
be allowed in.
'_'It defeated its own purpose,"
said Mooradian. "Two divisions
were created, but the big schools
didn't get their own divis.ion iike
they "vvant.cd."

and the school must have eight
varsity sports.
The qualifier which allowed the
smaller schools in was: if the
school can't meet the stadium
seating capacity. or average
enough fans, it must have 12
men's varsity sports.
Mooradian said the criteria for
Di vision I-AA will not be made
until it is known which schools
apply for admission.
He
estimated there would be about
50 schools in Division I-AA and
140 in Division I-A.
"I think we can compete
favorably in Division I-AA,'' said
Mooradian, "if we can keep up
the football program at the same
level."
_
Mooradian said the 'division
may get tougher in another three
or four years when some schools
that can't handle the Division I-A
requirements drop down to I-AA.
Ile: :-,aid LIie JJ1u11ty llldLle

The current criteria for
Division I-A are as follows: a
stadium with seating capacity of
30,000 fans or more or a 17 ,ooo
average fan attendance; 60 percent of the team's schedule must
be against Division I-A schools;

t.,y

television revenue would be
proportionately distributed back
into the entire athletic program
and that television exposure next
year is a distinct possibility if
"the football program stays at
the high level that it has been at."

Swimwomen drown Bridgewater; men swamp Colby
By Fred Carter
The UNH Women's swim team
sunk Bridgewater in its home
. pool w.ednesday, 98-33.
"Everything clicked.'' said
UNH Coach Carol Lowe. "It
was the first meet in a long time
that we could relax in. The last
few meets have been so full of
-pressure."
UNH has recently competed
against UMass, Springfield,
UMaine, and Boston College, all
big name schools with good
"t-Swimming programs. The Cats
went 2-2 duripg that span, losing
to Springfield and BC.
"We didn't even try that hard,"
said Lowe. "I switched some of
my swimmers around to try and

"I was really relaxed in the
meet," Finigan said. "I knew
pretty much that we were going
to win, so there wasn't any pressure.
"Carol (Lowe) has been training me pretty hard and was helping me in my weak areas, and it
all came together yesterday.''
"The win puts us at 5-4," said
Finigan. "That sounds pretty
good. In a way _it was a big win,
because we needed the break to
get ready for Harvard next Wednesday.''
"It was a good chance to try a
few things for Harvard and the
New Englands (Feb. 16-18) and
the Regionals (March 2-4)," said
Lowe.

keep the score down.''
Unfortunately for Bridgewater,
that strategy didn't work. Sue Urban found herself. swimming
backstroke for the first time, and
finished first.
"I didn't know that I'd do that
well," said Urban. "I really enjoyed swimming that stroke. It
was a chance to relax and try new
things. We really needed the
break because of the pressure of
the last few meets.''.
"A lot of swimmers came up
with their best times," said Lowe.
Sally Sullivan and Deb Garger
gave their best time for the 500
yard freestyle. Nancy Finigan
turned in her best time for the 100
yard backstroke."

Icat stats-I

UNH has two meets left. The freestyle mark.
Both swimmers were highly reCats host Harvard next Wednesday at Swase_y pool and are at cruited by Helies, who said that
the records came as, "no shock.
Bowdoin on February 8th.
I expect it. I know what they 're
capable of."
Sophomore John Caldwell
swept the diving events for the
UNH men's swimming coach Wildcats as he won the one meter
Frank Helies expected big things and three meter events.
this season from his freshmen · The Wildcats also swept the 50
and 200 yard individual medley.
swimmers.
And he got them Wednesday as Peter DeJager anchored the 400
David Durie broke two school re- and took first place in the 200 IM
cords and Atilla Herzog tied ano- with a time of 2: 13.2.
The win evens UNH's record at
ther as the Cats defeated Colby
Wednesday, 69-42 in Swasey Pool. 2-2. The Cats will try to improve
Durie broke records in the 200 on that when they face Bridgeand 500 yeard freestyle races water State and Keene State in a
while Herzog tied the 50 yard Tri-meet at Bridgewater tomorrow.

Men

ECAC Division I hoop standings
Team
1. Providence
2. Fairfield
3. Holy Cross
4. Rhode Island
5. Boston College
6. Maine
7. Connecticut
8. Northeastern
9. Vermont
10. Boston University
11. New Hampshire

ECAC Division I hockey standings
Team (Overall Record)
Won
Boston University (16-0-0)
12
Clarkson (13-7-0)
10
Brown (8-7-0)
8
Boston .College 03-5-0)
9
(10
6
Cornell
Dartmouth (9-7-0)
7
Harvard (9-7-0)
7
Northeastern (8-7-1)
7
New Hampshire (11-7-0)
8
Providence (9-11-1)
6
Vermont (11-8-0)
5
Yale (7-9-1)
7
RPI (10-6-1)
4
4
St. Lawrence (7-13-0)
Pennsylvania (4-10-1)
2
Princeton (2-8-2)
1
Colgate (3-14-0)
2

Lost
0
4
4
5
4
6
6
6
7
7
6
9
6
9
7
7
12

Tied
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

1.000

Pct.

GF
69

,714
.667
.643
.591
.538
.538
.536
.533
,464
.455
.441
.400
.308
· .250
.167
.143

62
82
84
70
59
90
92
72
42
58
40
50
43
29
40 ,

86

GA
45
62
38
73
43
62

G
17
17
17
15
17
16
17
12

13
6
17
8
17
17

FGPCT
.437
.453
,587
.525
.481
.356
.343
.386
.483
,385
.320
.400
.465
.512

FTPCT
.833
.741
.580
.720
,705
.632
.482
.571
.250
.250
.571

.000
.655
.694

AST
21
52
18
12
24
4
13
2
0
0
28
0
184
242

RB
34
30
99
78
108
16
72
30
24
6
21
3
624
672

TO
41
55
171
30
40
21
28
10
6
5
17
2
312
295

69
75
62
51
77
47
77
61
46
109

TP
197
189
171
146
157
88
85
48
30
11
24
4
1140
1306

Pct.
.941
.867
.800
.765
.647
.571
.563
.529
.438
.385
.235

Hockey: season stats

71

Basketball: season stats
Name
P. Dufour
K. Dickson
P. Laskaris
B. VanDeventer
T.Cavanaugh
D . Chapman
K. Herbert
J. Quinn
D. Coppin
J . Gureckis
R. Layne
B . Delaney
UNH
OPPONENTS

W-L
16-1
13-2
12-3
13-4
11-6
8-6
9-7
9-8
7-9
5-8
4-13

AVG.
11.6
11.1
10.1
9.7
9.2
5.5
5.0
4,0
2.3
1.8
1.4
0.5
67.1
76.8

Name
Ralph Cox
Frank Roy
Bruce Crowder
Bob Gould
JonFontas
Frank Barth
Terry Flanagan
Gary Burns
John Normand
Dana Barbin
Paul Surdam
Bob Francis
Sean Coady
Jeff Beaney
Steve Kinnealey
Mike Waghorne
Bob Blood
Tom St. Onge
Brad Holt
Bruce Rintoul
Mark Evans
Ken Lorance
Greg Moffett
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

Goalie Summary
Mark Evans (8-5)
Ken Lorance (3-0)
Greg Moffett (0-2)

Games
18
18
-18
18
18

17
18
18
16
18

17
16
18

12
16

16
18

10
17
1
13
3
2
18
18

Goals
18
14
6
14
11
12
6
7
9
5
3
4
3
4
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
120
92

Games Minutes
781
13.
180
3
120
2

Assists
23
24
26
17
19
11

17
12
6
6
6
5
5
3
6
4
4
2
4
0
0
0
0
200
101

GA
64
15
13

Saves
433
79
63

Points
41
38
32
31
30
23
23
19
15
9
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
4
0
0
0
0
320
223

Pen/Min.
14/28
4/8
17/42
12/24
4/8
1/2
8/16
13/29
3/6
1/2
4/8
1/ 2
11/25
2/ 4
13/ 26
7/14
4/8
1/2
2/4
0/0
1/2
0/0
0/0
126/266
111/281

G.Avg.
4.92
5.00
6.50

Sv .Pct.
.871
.840
.829
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'Sky high' UNH stickmen continue to roll, 6-3
Host Bowdoin Monday
By Lee Hunsaker

place, percentage points behind
The atmosphere in the UNH Northeastern, Harvard and Dartlocker room was carefree, loud mouth.
and rowdy. Players boµnced
The team will have the weekfrom their equipment stalls, end to rest before going back into
where they had heaped their action Monday night when the
soaking wet equipment, to the Polar Bears of Bowdoin, with
showers. where they sang their coach Sid Watson, come to town
favorite song, and then returned for a 7 p.m. match up.
Bowdoin stands as the ·best
to accept the congratulations of
the few well wishers that dropped team in Division II .this year
with a perfect 8-0-0 Div. II record,
in.
· "We're sky high," said de- 10-0-0 overall. The Polar Bears'
fenseman
Bruce
Crowder. two non-divisional wins came
"\\ e 're going to play it till the against Princeton (5-4), and Diviend of the season. The guys sion III Wesleyan (10-0).
seem to play harder when they
The Bears' biggest win to date
don't know if they are in the top came last Wednesday when they
dpfp;itprl MPrrim~<'k ColJPgP, 5-1 ,
eight."
The change of the Wildcats: at Merrimack. The Warriors, as
attitude and confidence from last many UNH fans will remember,
semester to- now has been phen- · dumped the Wildcats, 8-4 in preornP.nal. and it never showed season play this year.
more than after U NH dropped
Bowdoin's top player is goalDartmouti1. 6-3 on Wednesday tender Rob Menzies, who sports
night.
a 2.51 goals against average, the
'·Ifs more like we should be, " best in Division II. Menzies was
said UNH coach Charlie Holt. a teammate of UNH's Bob Gould
"We have 10 more games and when they both played junior B
we have to win six of them," hockey in Petrolia, Ontario.
he said, referring to UNH's playThe Dartmouth win, UNH's
seventh in its last eight, was highoff possibilities.
The win marked the first time lighted by some heavy body- Dartmouth's freshman goalie Jim Jankowski watches helplessly as the last goal of Wednesin months that UNH has moved
d_a y night's game, from the stick of Bob Gould, slides by and into the net. The Cats won, .6-3
above the .500 mark. But, despite HOCKEY, page 18
to push their ECAC record above .500 for the first time this year. (Scott Spalding photo)
'
th<> wh UNH remains in ninth

Wildcat basketball...an enigma
By Tom Lyn~h
What's wrong with the Wildcats?

The UNH basketball team,
from which such great things
were expected before the start of
the season, is now 4-13 and dead
last in District I of the ECAC.
What's wrong with the Wildcats? To find~the answer, you
have to start with the basic team
philosophy .
The UNH basketball system for
the past eight years under Gerry
Friel has been based on the principle of "break when you can,
al)d if you can't, set up a pattern." This system makes good
sense in theory.
In practice, though, the system
has not worked this year. One of
the biggest problems with the
team this ' season has been its
inability to rebound well. Since
running basketball depends on
rebounding ability, the Cats have
been forced to play set-up
basketball for most of the time.
Many of the players on the
team have been run-oriented
throughout
their
basketball
careers . Some of them feel that
the system has detr~cted from
their games.

I'm

can.
not against the run. But,
if it's not there, you've got to set
up."
There's no immediate cure for
a problem of this nature. It is impossible to run an attack that is
based on a fast-break that doesn't

Analysis
work all the time because of a
lack of rebounds, and a set-up offense that hardly works at all and
which causes turnovers.

In the future, one strategy or
the other must be brought up to a
level on which it can survive as
i THE system. What the Wildcats
need is a forward who is capable
of shooting effectively as well as
controlling the boards . .
"The type of player being recruited," said Delaney, "likes to
run, but we're not getting the big
guy. We could really use a big kid
around6'10".''
The problem is a mixture of the
physical and the psychological.

ANALYSIS, page 16
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For a preview of

Melissa White scored a hat trick last night to power the undefeated UNH women's ice hockey team to a 7-2 romp over
Boston College. (Lee Hunsaker photo)

· the UNO-Fairfield
basketball game,

Women ice BC, 7-2
to remain undefeated

see page 18
--The system limits us ," said
sophomore guard Paul Dufour .
·'Coach Friel wants a team
game. but that takes away from
our type of game. Coach Friel
belie\·es in it. though, and he's the
coach ...
' 'When we slow the ball down ,
we don ·t sh.oot as well," said
reserve forward Bill Delaney.
" The slow game hasn 't worked
well at all this year. "
(Jther players don't feel as
negative about the system . Cocaptain Peter Laskaris said ,
'Tve never been good on pattern
offenses. I can 't say it 's hurt me,
though . If you 're good, you should
be able t() adjust. "
"I've never told them not to
bn;ak," said Friel. "We want to
. g<.!I. the kids to try to understand
that they have to break when they

By Gerry Miles

:\ortheastern's Bill Loughnane goes up for a shot Tuesday
night while guarded by UNH's Brendan VanDeventer (42)
and-Paul Dufour (20). The Huskies won the game, 71-60. (Art
Illman photo)

Last night, the UNH women's hockey team humiliated and outclassed Boston College, 7-2 to remain unbeaten at 7-0.
The Eagles' trouble started !;>ack on Chestnut Hill when they got
caught in a traffic tie-up and delayed the start of the game for almost
an hour. From then on, nothing went right for BC.
It was just not meant to be for BC as Kathy Bryant and Melissa
White each scored hat tricks as the icewomen outshot BC, 39-21.
Wendy Larson got the other tally, her first one of the year.
White, Bryant, and Gail Griffith form the GAS Line (Goal a Shift,
which is their average), which combined for more than 20 of the 39
shots. Sixteen came from Bryant alone.
. Frustration played a big role for the Eagles as they took to a
physical checking game. ·
.
"One more penalty and I was _going to pull the team," said UNH
coach Russ McCurdy. "It was getting to look like goon hockey."
Gail Griffith received what looked- like a severe concussfon when
she was tripped in front of the BC net and landed on her helmet. Griffith, however, is expected to play in tomorrow's game against
Providence.

WOMEN, page 16

